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THE DESERT VIEW WATCHTOWER  
at Grand Canyon National Park. 
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Follow NPCA on 
Facebook, Twitter and 

Instagram and get park news, 
travel tips and more on NPCA’s 
blog: npca.org/blog.
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In 2016, I stood among a few hundred people at the headquarters of the Nation-
al Woman’s Party in Washington, D.C. We had gathered to celebrate the creation 
of Belmont-Paul Women’s Equality National Monument. Like me, many of the 
attendees were wearing purple, the international symbol of gender equality.

A century earlier, National Woman’s Party founders Alice Paul and Lucy 
Burns, along with other dedicated women, were planning marches and crafting 
lobbying strategies. Funded in large part by Alva Belmont, their organization had 
one goal: to secure the right to vote for women.

For their efforts, they were beaten by adversaries as police looked the other 
way. They were arrested as they peacefully protested holding banners with 
messages about democracy and liberty. During their incarceration, they expe-
rienced insufferable conditions, and many were force-fed raw eggs through a 
feeding tube.  

Yet they persevered, knowing they were fighting for something far bigger 
than themselves. And they succeeded when, in 1920, the 19th Amendment was 
ratified, guaranteeing women the right to vote. Though many women of color 
remained effectively disenfranchised for several decades after that, the passage of 
the 19th Amendment was momentous. 

The dedication of Belmont-Paul Women’s Equality National Monument, 
a park site NPCA and our partners had pushed for and dreamed of for years, 
marks one of my most memorable days as CEO of this organization. This year, I 
invite you to commemorate the centennial of the 19th Amendment by visiting 
Belmont-Paul or Women’s Rights National Historical Park in Seneca Falls, New 
York, or attending a related workshop, film or event at another national park 
site. These places endeavor to ensure that the stories of those who worked for 
women’s equality live on, and that we never take the right to vote for granted.

100 Years of Suffrage
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With gratitude,
Theresa Pierno

President’s Outlook
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Editor’s Note

A HIKER on the Appalachian Trail. Our goal is to inspire and inform you.

Rona Marech
npmag@npca.org
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Every once in a while, readers write to exhort the maga-
zine to please stick to pretty pictures. “I used to enjoy” the 
magazine, one recent missive went. “It had wonderful photos 
of parks that I wanted to or had already visited. Inspirations 
and memories! I have always supported and love the idea of 
our national parks … Lately though, it seems the focus has 
turned more to historic monuments, not parks, and laying a 
guilt trip on your readers for slavery and climate change and 
now, noise pollution.”

I have a lot of sympathy for this sentiment. National parks 
offer us escape, beauty and hope, and it’s important to dwell 
on that. That’s why the magazine publishes pieces such as “Say 
Bees!” (p. 44), an eye-popping photo essay, and “Homecoming” 
(p. 26), a moving story about the Appalachian Trail. But the 
National Park System encompasses more than picturesque 
landscapes. The 62 places with the “national park” designation 
(p. 10) comprise just a fraction of the system, which boasts 419 
units ranging from historic sites to battlefields, seashores, rivers 
and trails. Some are wild, some are urban, some tell tales of 
triumph, and others, yes, focus on dark episodes in history.

The magazine covers all these places. And while we strive 
to inspire you to dream or travel, we also imagine that our 
stories might spur you to speak out if a place you care about 
is imperiled. Because, as difficult as it is to accept, these 
beloved parks are not immutable. They are suffering from 
the climate crisis, pollution, and oil and gas development. 
They are harmed when lawmakers or the administration cut 
funding or roll back laws that protect air, water, wildlife and 
public health. Ignoring the many threats public lands face — 
and failing to inform you about them — would run counter to 
the magazine’s (and NPCA’s) deeply held values. It would feel 
irresponsible and disrespectful to our readers. 

If you “love the idea of our national parks,” I hope you’ll agree.

Not Just Pretty Photos

WHO WE ARE
Established in 1919, the National 
Parks Con servation Association is 
America’s only private, nonprofit 
advocacy or ganization dedicated 
solely to protecting, preserving  
and enhancing the U.S. Na tional 
Park System.

WHAT WE DO
NPCA protects and enhances 
America’s national parks for pres-
ent and future generations by iden-
tifying problems and generating 
support to resolve them.

EDITORIAL MISSION
National Parks magazine fosters an 
appreciation of the natural and his-
toric treasures found in the parks, 
educates readers about the need 
to preserve those resources, and 
illustrates how member contribu-
tions drive our organization’s park-
protection efforts. The magazine 
uses the power of imagery and 
language to forge a lasting bond 
between NPCA and its members, 
while inspiring new readers to join 
the cause. National Parks magazine 
is among a member’s chief benefits. 
Of the $25 membership dues, $6 
covers a one-year subscription to 
the magazine.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Members can help defend Ameri-
ca’s natural and cultural heritage. 
Activists alert Congress and the 
administration to park threats, 
comment on park planning and 
adjacent land-use decisions, assist 
NPCA in developing partnerships, 
and educate the public and the me-
dia. Sign up to receive Park Notes, 
our monthly email newsletter at     
npca.org/join.

HOW TO DONATE
To donate, please visit npca.org or 
call 800.628.7275. For information 
about bequests, planned gifts and 
matching gifts, call our Develop-
ment Depart ment, extension 145 
or 146. 
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If you have any questions about 
your membership, call Member 
Services at 800.628.7275. On a 
selective basis, NPCA makes its 
membership list available to organi-
zations that our members may find 
of interest. If you would like your 
name removed from this list, please 
call us at the number listed above. 

HOW TO REACH US
National Parks Conservation  
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Suite 700, Washington, DC 20001-
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org; and npca. org.
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IN ACADIA
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MAFIA 

THE  
TRUTH 
ABOUT  
NANCY DAVIS
An honest reckoning about slavery at 
Hampton National Historic Site.
An honest reckoning about slavery at 
Hampton National Historic Site.

The story about Hampton National Historic Site in the 
Winter issue suggested that changes in how the park portrays 
slavery may have been spurred by historian James Loewen’s 
1999 book, “Lies Across America.” I read Loewen’s thought-
provoking book when it first came out and have little doubt 
that it did serve as a catalyst. I also do not doubt that the 
current Park Service tours that have taken enslaved people 
out of the shadows may strike some visitors as unsettling. 

Replacing a moonlight-and-magnolia version of Hampton’s history with an honest look 
at its past can cause discomfort. Still, for those of us who value truth, it is heartening to 
see that a long-standing historical interpretation that Loewen and others recognized as 
profoundly wrong has been corrected.

EDWARD DAVIS 
Oscoda, Michigan

Thank you for your ongoing coverage of 
the history of slavery in the U.S. and the 
National Park Service’s efforts to inform 
the public about slavery and help the na-
tion face its shameful past [“‘An Honest 
Reckoning’”]. 

I was born and raised in Arkansas, 
and I earned a college degree in history 
in Tennessee. In my senior year 
“tutorial,” three other students and I 
sat in the office of a soon-to-be-retired 
professor and listened to his tales of 
“growing up in Dixie.” Neither there 
nor in all those years of education do I 
remember slavery being mentioned. 

 My wife of 62 years insists that I am 
not a Southerner since there is Yankee 
blood in my veins. Her Granddaddy, 
on the other hand, was a planter who 

made a fortune in agriculture, then lost 
it all in two bad-weather years. I have 
never heard anything about those who 
worked his fields. His remaining family 
members still refer to the Civil War as 
“the conflict of the 1860s” or “the war 
of Northern aggression” or “the late 
unpleasantness.” 

A few years ago, during a visit to 
Maryland, we were taken to Hampton 
National Historic Site. This was just 
before the current “reconstruction,” 
and, enlightened as I think I am, it never 
occurred to me to ask how such a place 
managed to exist and prosper. Now, 
thanks to NPCA, we know. Keep up the 
good work.

DAN ADAMS
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Thank you for this very important 
example of how the Park Service, as well 
as many other organizations, can play 
a critical role in truth-telling about the 
mostly hidden history of enslavement 
and its continuing impact on American 
society. Baltimore Racial Justice Action 
is an organization providing educational 
opportunities for those individuals and 
organizations committed to racial equity 
and justice. We hold monthly events 
looking at a wide range of issues through 
a racial-equity lens. Last winter, our 
members and followers attended Ranger 
Anansesemfo’s tour at Hampton National 
Historic Site. It was bitter cold that day, 
but our large group was so appreciative 
of the informative and engaging history 
provided by the ranger that everyone 

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE PAST
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Send letters to National Parks Magazine, 777 6th Street NW, Suite 700, Washington, DC 20001-3723. 
Or email npmag@npca.org. Include your name, city and state. Published letters may be edited for 
length and clarity.

stayed for the entire tour and most re-
mained to participate in the conversation 
she generously offered to continue. 

DOTTYE BURT-MARKOWITZ 
Baltimore, Maryland

I just wanted to let you know that I love 
your magazine and found the story of 
Nancy Davis and the Hampton estate in-
teresting and, of course, disturbing. It is 
important to tell people about the scar of 
American slavery there and at many oth-
er places. This history should be brought 
to the fore and never swept away. 

I also enjoyed the article on Maine 
and the sketches of Acadia in Jennifer 
Lawson’s “Capturing Acadia.”  And I’m 
glad that Henry Thoreau was men-
tioned in the story on sound pollution 
[“Hush ...”]. Many people only know 
of Thoreau’s time at Walden and don’t 
realize he traveled to what is now 
Katahdin Woods and Waters National 
Monument and wrote about his adven-
tures there. Great stuff. Thanks, and 
cheers to the spirit of conservation. 

BRUCE TURNBULL
Marble, North Carolina

AN ARTIST’S EYE
I really enjoyed Jennifer Lawson’s il-
lustrated story, “Capturing Acadia.” The 
drawings and paintings were beautiful. 
I always appreciate the photography in 
the magazine, but her artwork pro-
vided a different experience for me. She 
captured what it feels like to be on a lei-
surely stroll around a pond, hike along a 
dramatic rocky ocean path or just hang 

out with your kids. Her work reminded 
me of the times I have seen artwork 
done by artists-in-residence at parks 
around the country. I would love to see 
more articles with illustrations or pages 
spotlighting the work created by artists-
in-residence. Nowadays, everyone can 
take a photograph of a beautiful place. 
An artist’s work creates a different sort 
of opportunity to experience the special 
places in our country through the eyes 
of another.

KIM YOERG 
Lancaster, New York 

CHOOSING SILENCE
Your winter article, “Hush …,” is the 
best I’ve read in years! I’ve always said, 
“Silence is beautiful.” I’ve frequently 
complained about the piped-in music 
everywhere and especially dislike that it 
pollutes the mountain air at ski resorts. 
I play in a symphony orchestra where 
people can go to listen if they want — but 
it’s not forced on them.

D.J. HELGESON
Spokane, Washington

DOING WHAT WE CAN
I have just finished reading the article 
in the Winter edition of your magazine 
about the declining numbers of mon-
arch butterflies and what some of us 
are trying to do about it [“Long Live the 
King”]. It may interest you to know that 
in my hometown of Attleboro, Massa-
chusetts, a couple of important steps are 
being taken. First, a concerned, young 
entrepreneur is raising some monarchs 

in her yard, a project that has yielded 
some favorable results. Second, people 
at our public library have been planting 
lovely purple flowers that are helping to 
bring back the monarchs. Finally, there 
are some milkweed plants growing wild 
just down the street from the apartment 
complex where I live. We care and are 
doing something; hopefully there is still 
time to save the monarchs.

DAVID DAUGMAN
Attleboro, Massachusetts

AN ATTUCKS CONNECTION
Every basketball-loving Indiana 
resident has some notion of Crispus 
Attucks [“Accidental Hero”] because 
of the Indianapolis school named after 
him. Crispus Attucks High School 
opened in 1927 to serve the city’s 
African American residents, and it 
remained segregated for decades. The 
school had a long history of basketball 
dominance. It won numerous state 
championships and produced many 
outstanding players — notably Hall of 
Famer Oscar Robertson. 

HAROLD KESSLER
Silver Spring, Maryland

CLARIFICATION
In the opening paragraph of “A Momen-
tous Arrival” [Fall 2019 issue], we listed 
both striped bass and rockfish as the 
kinds of fish anglers can catch from a 
pier at Fort Monroe, Virginia. An atten-
tive reader alerted us to the fact that the 
two are different names for the same 
species — Morone saxatilis.



PHOTO: CLOSURE OF THE LARGEST COAL-FIRED PLANT WEST OF THE ROCKIES WILL HELP CLEAR THE AIR AT GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK. 

Echoes 

We stand today with 
those promoting an 
equitable Navajo 
economy rooted in 
traditional values 
and working toward 
a clean energy 
future for the 
region. 
NPCA President Theresa 
Pierno in a blog entry posted 
on npca.org after the closure of 
the Navajo Generating Station, 
a coal-fired plant in Arizona. 
The closure will improve air 
quality in the Southwest, but 
it's a complicated victory, 
Pierno wrote, citing the outsize 
impact the facility has had 
on Hopis and Navajos, who 
now face the fallout from lost 
revenue. 

The rules are simple. They are the 
same for everyone: No fishing. 
Period. It's an equitable way 
to improve the ecosystem and 
restore fish populations. 
Caroline McLaughlin, NPCA's Sun 
Coast associate director, speaking to 
the Miami Herald about the dramatic 
decline of fish In Blscayne National Park 
due to overfishing, deteriorating water 
quality, boat traffic and coral disease, 
among other causes. NPCA supports the 
creation of a no-fishing marine reserve 
In the park. 

Our national parks are for all of 
us, not rocket ships. 
Emily Jones, a campaign director in 
NPCA's Southeast office, explaining to 
WABE radio why a commercial spaceport 
should not open near Cumberland 
Island National Seashore. Advocates 
say a proposed launch facility based 
In Camden County, Georgia, would 
send rockets directly over the park. In 
December, after an outcry about the 
protect, county commissioners amended 
their license application, triggering an 
Indefinite delay. 
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Trail Mix
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QT Luong’s specialty is pho-
tographing national parks with a 
large-format camera, and one of his 
points of pride is that he took pictures 
of Pinnacles National Park at dawn the 
day after it was designated seven years 
ago, making him the first person to 
photograph all 59 national parks.

He visited national parks No. 60 
(Gateway Arch) and 61 (Indiana Dunes) 
just a few days after they were desig-
nated in 2018 and 2019, respectively, 
so when it looked like White Sands 

White Sands National Monument becomes the 
country’s 62nd national park. What will change?

was included in a large defense spending 
bill. The day the Senate passed it, Luong 
flew from California to New Mexico 
and went on day hikes in the park while 
waiting for news.

“Each day I would come back to the 
visitor center and ask, ‘Have you become 
a national park yet?’” he said.

The first couple of days, the answer 
was no, but on the afternoon of 
December 20, a ranger told Luong that 
President Donald Trump was likely to 
sign the bill that night. At 4:45 p.m. 
local time, Luong took a picture of the 
sun setting on White Sands National 
Monument. At 6:17 p.m., just minutes 
after the official signing occurred, he 
snapped a photograph of his campsite 
at White Sands National Park. Sixty-two 
national parks photographed. Mission 
accomplished. 

Shortly after the law was signed, 

National Monument might be upgraded 
to national park status in December, 
Luong was determined to be there with 
his camera in hand.

Figuring out exactly when a new 
national park will be created can be a 
tricky affair, however. Both houses of 
Congress have to approve the move 
before the president signs the bill into 
law. The provision for the creation of 
White Sands National Park (and the 
exchange of a parcel of land between the 
military and the National Park Service) 

A National Park  
Is Born

A GYPSUM DUNE FIELD and the San Andres 
Mountains at sunset. QT Luong took the 
photograph two days before White Sands 
National Monument was redesignated as a 
national park.
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staff updated the park’s website and 
Facebook page and ordered a new 
entrance sign. The legislation enacting 
the designation didn’t provide for 
any additional funding, so park staff 
are carefully evaluating what else to 
update and when. To save costs, some 
“National Monument” trail signs might 
stay put until they need to be replaced. 
Superintendent Marie Frías Sauter 
said it might take about a year to revise 
brochures, maps and other materials. 
Sauter herself might need a little time 
to adjust. “I should put a penny in a jar 
every time I say ‘national monument,’” 
she joked.

For many people, a national park is 
the most prestigious designation among 
the units of the National Park System. 
Some national parks were established 
as such outright, but many others were 
elevated from a lesser status. Campaigns 
for designation upgrades are typically 
spearheaded by a state’s senators or 
representatives, and the main motivation 
is usually to raise the profile of a park to 
attract more tourists and boost the local 
economy. According to a recent study, 
the number of visits to eight national 
monuments increased by an average of 
21% over a five-year period after these 
parks were redesignated as national parks. 
Kelly Carroll, a ranger at White Sands, 
said he expects the new name to resonate 
more both nationally and internationally. 
“There’s just a larger awareness when 
you’re a national park,” he said.

NPCA throws its weight behind 
designation changes on a case-by-
case basis. The bill that made White 
Sands a national park also included 
a number of provisions that justified 
NPCA’s support, said NPCA Southwest 
Regional Director Ernie Atencio, who 
called White Sands a world-class 
landscape “worthy of the highest level 
of protection available.” The White 
Sands National Park Establishment 

Act increases the size of the park by 
more than 4,800 acres and specifically 
mentions White Sands’ fragile hydro-
logical resources as one of the park’s 
valued assets, which adds a small but 
important layer of protection. 

Calls for giving White Sands national 
park status date back a century. In 
1922, a bill was introduced to create an 
“All-Year National Park” in New Mexico 
that would have included the park’s field 
of gypsum dunes — the largest in the 
world. (The current park also preserves 
rare footprints of prehistoric mammals 
and protects plants and animals that 
have adapted to this unique environ-
ment.) That bill failed, but in 1933 
President Herbert Hoover used the 
power of the Antiquities Act to establish 
White Sands National Monument. The 
bill to make it a national park, which 

was introduced in 2018 by Sen. Martin 
Heinrich of New Mexico — and reintro-
duced successfully last year — garnered 
wide support from local communities.

Designation changes have occurred 
throughout the history of the Park 
Service. Few people would dispute that 
parks such as Grand Canyon, Olympic 
and Acadia National Parks, which 
started out as national monuments, 
deserve their national park label, but 
some status changes generate heated 
discussions, said Robbie Klisiewicz, 
the vice president of the National Park 
Travelers Club, a group of national park 
enthusiasts.

According to the Park Service’s loose 
definition, a national park “contains a 
variety of resources and encompasses 
large land or water areas to help provide 
adequate protection of the resources.” 
So when Jefferson National Expansion 

Memorial was renamed Gateway Arch 
National Park (a decision justified in 
part by a desire to increase the park’s 
name recognition), the club’s members 
took to the group’s online forum to voice 
their discontent. “Someone please keep 
John Muir and Theodore Roosevelt 
from rolling over in their respective 
grave sites,” wrote one commenter.

Chris Seliga, who has visited 296 
national park sites, is one of the club 
members who objected to the renaming 
of Gateway Arch. “You just cheapened 
what a national park is,” he said. White 
Sands, on the other hand, is one of his 
favorite park sites, and he believes it is 
deserving of the upgrade. “Watching 
the sunrise in White Sands I think is 
magical,” he said. “It gives me chills 
talking about it.”

Luong, himself a member of the 

National Park Travelers Club, echoed 
Seliga’s comments. He compared 
White Sands to Bryce Canyon National 
Park — “small park, very spectacular.” 
But as much as he enjoyed his recent 
visit, he’s dreading new potential 
national park designations — Bandelier 
National Monument and New River 
Gorge National River are among the 
contenders. Luong published a revised 
edition of his 2016 book of national 
park photographs, “Treasured Lands,” 
in August to include Gateway Arch and 
Indiana Dunes, and is now at work on 
a third edition to incorporate White 
Sands. He said it would be nice to take 
a break.

“I’m hoping there won’t be any new 
park for the next few years,” he said, 
“because it creates all kinds of pub-
lishing problems.”

—NICOLAS BRULLIARD

“I should put a penny in a jar every time 
I say ‘national monument.’”
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Has the long-troubled relationship between Grand 
Canyon National Park and local indigenous people 
entered a more harmonious era? 

A New View

On a chilly October morning at 
Grand Canyon National Park, I climbed 
the 85 stone steps of the Desert View 
Watchtower. The 70-foot-tall observa-
tion building on the eastern end of 
the South Rim was designed in the 
early 1930s to resemble 1,200-year-old 
Puebloan stone towers, and currently, 
it is the chief attraction at the Desert 
View interpretive site, other than the 
canyon itself. From the top floor, I took 
in expansive views: the yawning chasm, 
the Colorado River, and pink and ochre 

landforms softening in the distance. 
Here, at the edge of the precipice, my 
nerves hummed.  

I descended to the second-level 
“Hopi Room,” where interior murals 
painted in the same colors as the land 
glowed in the hazy light of the viewing 
windows. Mary Colter, the architect 
who designed the tower, arranged for 
renowned Hopi artist Fred Kabotie to 
create murals depicting deities and 
richly symbolic scenes of Hopi history. 
In one area, the deity Muy’ingwa holds 

corn; in another, the first Hopi to 
navigate the Colorado River returns 
from his travels. 

There’s a history that the Kabotie 
paintings don’t show, however: the rela-
tions between the park and local tribes. 
This history has been complicated and 
rife with conflict from the beginning. 
But in the past few decades, there has 
been a gradual shift, and these days, 
park and tribal groups are working 
together closely to repair strained rela-
tions. A project at Desert View, which 
includes preservation of the watchtower, 
new facilities and new ways to involve 
local tribes, is a centerpiece of this 
ongoing effort. Just two weeks before I 
visited, conservators finished cleaning 
the murals, concealing water stains and 
repairing cracks. They hired Kabotie’s 

THE DESERT VIEW WATCHTOWER on 
the South Rim of the Grand Canyon was 
designed to resemble 1,200-year-old 
Puebloan stone towers.
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grandson Ed Kabotie, a Tewa-Hopi 
musician and visual artist, to help. 

 “It’s not just an interpretive opportu-
nity. It is really a generational opportunity 
for changing relationships and also 
changing economics,” said Janet Balsom, 
an adviser to the park’s superintendent. 
“If we do this right, it really could set the 
stage for a very different future. Hopefully 
it’s going to be the beginning of many 
projects like this in other communities, 
parks and federal lands.”

National parks, like federal agencies 
at large, are mandated to consult with 
local tribes when decisions affect them, 
but such consultations can be cursory. 
Grand Canyon is among a small group of 
parks that are going deeper, said Ernie 
Atencio, NPCA’s southwest regional 
director, by “really engaging in mean-
ingful relationships with tribes that 
care about and are connected to those 
landscapes.” At Glacier Bay National 
Park & Preserve in Alaska, for example, 
park officials and Huna Tlingit recently 
built a tribal house, a project 20 years in 
the making. And in 2008, Washington’s 
Olympic National Park signed an 
agreement with eight tribes to protect 
resources collaboratively. At Grand 
Canyon, Balsom’s hiring as an archae-
ologist in the early 1980s was a major 
turning point; she became the park’s 
first dedicated tribal liaison around 
1989. Staff members now work with 11 
Native American groups. 

 “The Grand Canyon is home to 
many people,” Kabotie said. “And 
everybody has a different relation-
ship to it.” Havasupai, Hualapai, Hopi, 
Zuni, Navajo, Yavapai-Apache and five 
Southern Paiute groups all have ancestral 
ties to this land. Numerous aboriginal 
peoples lived at the canyon before it 
became parkland; they cultivated crops, 
grazed animals and gathered food, 
minerals and fuel here for many centu-
ries. Ancestral sacred sites abound in 
the park, and several tribes, such as the 

Hopi, believe they first emerged into this 
world at specific locations here. To this 
day, tribal members collect plants and 
minerals and conduct ceremonies in the 
park. 

But as Anglo American miners, 
settlers and the U.S. government claimed 
the area in the 1800s, tribes were forcibly 
removed. Using executive orders, 
military action and treaties signed under 
duress, officials relocated indigenous 
people to nearby reservations, three of 
which border the park today. In the first 
half of the 20th century, rangers disman-
tled and burned Havasupai camps that 
were still within the park boundaries. 
(Although there is no private homeown-
ership in the park, some Havasupai still 
live in housing the Park Service built for 
them in the 1930s and upgraded and 
enlarged in 2010.)

Not long after federal agents were 
pushing out indigenous people, Colter 
was designing park buildings that heavily 
drew on Native American aesthetics. She 
was influential in hiring Hopi masons to 

help construct the watchtower out of 
local stone and forged a friendship with 
Kabotie. Although “built in the Indian 
spirit,” as Colter put it, the tower, at 
times, has had an uneasy relationship 
to the cultures it aimed to celebrate. 
For example, in the watchtower’s Hopi 
Room, Kabotie created a sand painting 
for its central altar. This ceremonial 
artwork made of colored sands was 
not destroyed afterward according to 
traditional Hopi protocol but rather, 
was preserved under glass for decades. 
“A lot of that cultural knowledge is very 
sensitive and isn’t meant to be publicly 
displayed or talked about,” said Lyle 
Balenquah, a Hopi archaeologist and 
jeweler. In addition, the Fred Harvey 
Company, a park concessioner and 
Colter’s employer, opened a souvenir 
shop in the tower’s ground floor “Kiva 
Room,” which Colter had intended to be 
a rest area. The shop, which grew over 
time, sold some locally made Native 
American items but also peddled inau-
thentic wares made overseas.

HOPI ARTIST Fred Kabotie painted murals on the second level of the tower soon after it was 
completed. In the circular section above, he depicted the journey of the first Hopi to navigate 
the Colorado River. 
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The idea to preserve the watchtower 
and highlight indigenous people and 
cultures at Desert View emerged from 
Grand Canyon National Park’s Inter-
Tribal Working Group, which formed 
in 2013. “It was meant to give tribes 
direct access to the superintendent to 
voice their own concerns,” said Jennifer 
O’Neill, the park’s partnerships and 
planning coordinator. “One of the topics 
that we kept coming around to was the 
ability for the tribes to tell their own 
stories.” On January 1, 2015, the park 
took over management of the tower 
from the concessioner Xanterra, a suc-
cessor to the Fred Harvey Company. “It 
became the perfect opportunity,” O’Neill 
said. Park staff dramatically reduced the 
size of the gift shop and began the mural 
conservation. Since the summer of 2015, 
the park has hosted indigenous artists 
and cultural specialists at the tower, 
where they give art demonstrations, 
speak with visitors and sell their work. 
In 2018, the sand painting and altar 
materials were removed and returned to 
the Hopi, as the tribe had long desired. 

“Now when I go in the watchtower, 
it’s a very welcoming and inviting 
space,” said Balenquah, a participant 
in the cultural program. Jonah Hill, a 
Quechan and Hopi silverwork artist 
and printmaker, said he likes to set up 
his worktable and equipment in the 
big picture window facing west. “When 
I look at the canyon, I’m visualizing 
where our people came from,” he said. 
“It’s cool to have authentic art like the 
murals representing the tribes and a 
connection to what Grand Canyon is.” 

The Grand Canyon Conservancy 
(one of several nonprofits that support 
the park) donates funds to pay the 
artists, but several told me the money, 
while welcome, is not what motivates 
them to participate. “At the end of the 
day, my main reason is to educate,” said 
Navajo weaver Gerard Begay.

Mae Franklin, a planning team 
member from nearby Cameron, 
Arizona, in the adjacent Navajo Nation 
Reservation, met me at the tower to 
discuss the group’s larger vision for Desert 
View. She and other tribal representa-
tives have contributed to a new design for 
the facilities surrounding the tower. The 
plan includes a visitor welcome center, 
interpretive exhibits and spaces for tribal 
partners to prepare food and congregate 
privately. The team is hoping the work will 
be done within a year.

Franklin and other tribal members 
would also like to increase tourism to 
their lands. Of the 6 million annual 
visitors to this park, Franklin said, about 
a quarter drive through her small Navajo 
community just 33 miles away from 
Desert View, but they rarely stop. Ideas 
for addressing this include stationing 
tribal representatives at the planned 

visitor welcome center to sell recreational 
permits and bus tours to nearby reserva-
tions. Other goals for Desert View include 
expanding employment opportunities, 
such as trail maintenance and interpre-
tive work, for Native American youth.

“To have the National Park Service’s 
management winds shift to be inclusive 
in telling our stories, not just here and 
there sprinkled throughout the park, 
but in the way we want, is a good thing,” 
Franklin said. “I think that a lot of 
people are waking up to the fact of what 
happened to the tribes in the settlement 
era. Now we get to rewrite those histories 
to move forward — and tell people that 
we’re still here.”

LAURA ALLEN is a writer and a museum 

professional. Her work has taken her to Alaska, 

the Everglades and beyond. She is based in 

New York.
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Reimagining park brochures for blind visitors.

In Other Words
Two neatly arranged rows of folded 
park brochures line the wall of Michele 
Hartley’s office, hanging from lengths 
of photo display wire like laundry on a 
clothesline. Their familiar black-and-
white title bars bear the names of nearly 
100 national park sites, from African 
Burial Ground National Monument in 
New York to Yosemite National Park 
in California. For Hartley, the bro-
chures are neither keepsakes from visits 
past nor inspiration for trips yet to be 
planned. Rather, they are works in prog-
ress — print brochures being reimagined 
as brochures for the blind. 

“One of the most common pieces 
of media that everyone gets in a park 
is a brochure. People take them home. 

They’re souvenirs,” said Hartley, the 
accessibility coordinator at Harpers 
Ferry Center, the media center of the 
National Park Service. “If you’re blind or 
have low vision, you don’t get that one 
piece of information that everyone gets 
that’s a snapshot of the park, that tells 
you why it’s special, and tells you where 
you can go and what you can do. So, we 
needed to work on that.”

In her role with the Park Service, 
Hartley strives to ensure that the 
products she and her colleagues create 
— from wayside exhibits to printed 
materials — are available to and usable 
by people with disabilities. In 2014, 
those efforts took a big step forward 
with the inception of the UniDescription 

Project, or UniD, a collaboration between 
the Park Service and the University 
of Hawai’i at Mānoa focused on using 
mobile technologies to improve acces-
sibility. Their first order of business: 
revisiting those iconic brochures.

Since 1977, when acclaimed designer 
Massimo Vignelli introduced the so-
called “Unigrid” system, national park 
brochures have been standardized, with 
a layout that is both instantly recogniz-
able and highly usable — at least by 
sighted visitors. Though Braille versions 
of many of the brochures have been 
created, they serve only a small and 
declining segment of the population. 
For UniD, the key to the evolution of the 
brochure is audio description, a transla-
tion of visual materials into audible ones. 
It is to people who are blind or have low 

A MEMBER of the Silicon Valley 
and San Francisco chapters of the 
American Council of the Blind field- 
tests the UniD app at Muir Woods 
National Monument. 
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vision what captioning is to people who 
are deaf or hard of hearing.

But how exactly do you bring silent 
park brochures to life? With scant 
academic literature on the topic and 
no established system for creating and 
sharing audio-described content, the 
group had to start from scratch, said 
Brett Oppegaard, UniD’s principal 
investigator and an associate professor 
at the University of Hawai’i School of 
Communications. 

“We spent most of the first year of 
the project just deconstructing the bro-
chures and determining their purposes 
as communication artifacts,” he said. 
“At the time, it seemed like a fascinating 
challenge in technical communication. 
Later, I realized it also was a major 
issue of social justice, in which some 
people are being privileged and others 
disenfranchised in relation to our public 
resources, such as national parks.”

UniD — pronounced like “unity” 
— initially set a goal of creating a few 
dozen audio brochures. But when 
Google stepped in with additional 

funding in 2017, the scope of the project 
grew. To date, UniD has created audio 
brochures for nearly one-quarter of 
the 419 national park sites, all free and 
available to the public online and via a 
downloadable app.

Ultimately, the project’s aim is 
to foster a culture of accessibility by 
bringing audio description into the main-
stream. Anyone is welcome to register 
and access UniD’s online resources and 
tools, including information on best prac-
tices for audio description, easy-to-use 
templates and instructions for creating 
audio-described materials. The system 
converts written descriptions to spoken 
text, and with a few keystrokes, an audio-
described brochure can be saved and 
published to a number of formats, from 
websites to mobile apps. (Not just anyone 
can publish a park brochure, however; 
those permissions reside with UniD.)

Still, the process of translating  
image-rich park brochures — a voluntary  
effort on the part of each participating 
park unit — can be time-consuming, 
which presented a challenge. Oppegaard 

addressed this by instituting what he 
dubbed “descriptathons.” Modeled 
after the hackathons held by software 
developers, these virtual gatherings 
bring together participants from around 
the country for brief but intense periods 
of work that include training, collabora-
tion and friendly competition. Dozens of 
volunteers from the American Council 
of the Blind, which joined the project in 
2017, serve as judges, rating and ranking 
the descriptions of visual material to 
ensure that they are objective, clear and 
brief — detailed and vivid without ven-
turing into subjective interpretation that 
could color the listener’s perception.

UniD’s fifth and most recent 
descriptathon in August attracted staff 
representing more than two dozen 
park sites, mostly across the Southeast. 
Those audio-described brochures are 
slated to be field-tested by blind and 
low-vision users before coming online 
this year.

Sajja Koirala, a University of Hawai’i 
doctoral student and research assistant 
for UniD, conducted a 2017 focus group 
with people who tried out the brochures 
at Yosemite National Park. “I heard 
over and over how this audio-described 
brochure made the visit more enjoyable 
for blind and visually impaired indi-
viduals,” she said. 

Koirala, who is blind, has firsthand 
knowledge of how helpful the brochures 
are. In the past, when she’s visited park 
sites, she’s always relied on her husband 
to read printed material to her. But before 
traveling to Denali National Park last 
year, she downloaded the UniD brochure. 
“We were able to plan the trip together. 
The conversation became animated, we 
were both talking at the same time, and 
I felt like an equal contributor to our 
itinerary,” she said. “When we visit parks 
with audio-described brochures, it’s a 
different story.”

—TODD CHRISTOPHER
TO DATE, UniD has created audio brochures for nearly one-quarter of the 419 national park 
sites (including Muir Woods, above). All are free and available to the public.
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Call them ecosystem engineers. 
According to research recently pub-
lished in Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences, the wild bison of 
Yellowstone National Park are shap-
ing the park’s grasslands in unexpected 
ways. By grazing intensely, the herds of 
more than 1,000 animals cause high-
traffic areas to green up faster and for 
longer periods, and they produce a 
steady supply of fresh, nutritious grass 
for themselves and other wildlife. The 
study has the potential to affect bison 
management: The researchers write that 
rebuilding large herds in the West and 
allowing them to roam would help re-
store North America’s grasslands, good 
news for NPCA and others who support 
returning bison to appropriate public 
and tribal lands.

Nature’s Landscapers
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BY BEN GOLDFARBDenizensDenizensDenizens

THE MELTING of glaciers in Glacier Bay 
National Park has been a boon to sea otters, 
whose population in the park has ballooned.

Once hunted to the brink of extinction, 
sea otters have recolonized Glacier Bay 
National Park with a vengeance. 

The Otter Explosion

SEVERAL TIMES EACH JULY, when the weather over 
southeast Alaska’s Glacier Bay National Park cooper-
ates, Jamie Womble climbs into a floatplane and points 

a high-resolution camera through an opening in the floor-
board. As the plane cruises back and forth in straight lines, 
Womble, a National Park Service biologist, snaps photos 
— not of the park’s stunning mountains or eponymous ice 
walls, but of the ocean’s surface. She’s looking for the sleek, 
voracious carnivores that have come to inhabit Glacier Bay 
in astounding numbers: sea otters.
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Womble’s photographic flights 
are part of a broader effort to monitor 
Glacier Bay’s otters — one of the fastest-
growing populations of Enhydra lutris 
in the world. That’s where the aerial 
camera comes in: Counting these little 
specks in a photograph is a lot easier 
than tallying them on the fly. Otters are 
social creatures that congregate in flo-
tillas, or “rafts,” that in Glacier Bay can 
number more than 900 animals.

“Seeing a group of several hundred 
densely aggregated otters is a pretty 
spectacular sight,” Womble said. It’s 
also a remarkable conservation story. 
When Womble first came to the park in 
the mid-1990s, otters had just begun to 
recover from a 170-year killing spree. 
Russian hunters pursued Alaskan sea 
otters for their luxuriant pelts — the 
densest in the animal kingdom — begin-
ning in the 1740s and were eventually 
joined by British and Americans, who 
traded furs, known as “soft gold,” with 
China. By the end of the 19th century, 
traders had extirpated otters from 
nearly their entire Pacific Rim range — 
including southeast Alaska.

Otters’ fortunes began to reverse 
when an international treaty passed 
in 1911 banned hunting, staving off 
extinction. In the 1960s, the Alaska 
Department of Fish & Game decided 
to accelerate the species’ recovery, 
relocating around 400 otters from the 
Aleutian Islands and Prince William 
Sound to the state’s southeastern 
waters. The transplants reproduced so 
readily that, by 2011, their descendants 
numbered more than 25,000.

“They seem to be incredibly resil-
ient,” said Todd McLeish, author of 
“Return of the Sea Otter.” “Given a little 
bit of protection, they recover from 
whatever we throw at them.”

The furry pioneers that recolonized 
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Glacier Bay found a coastline in a state 
of dramatic flux. As recently as 1750, 
Glacier Bay didn’t exist. In its place was 
a massive glacier in a sprawling valley 
historically occupied by the indigenous 
Tlingit people. Beginning in the 18th 
century, the glacier started retreating up 
the branching valley, the ocean nipping 
at its heels. A single gargantuan glacier 
has since shrunk to many smaller ones 
tucked within steep fjords — exposing, 
in the process, hundreds of miles of 
coastline. Salmon, Steller sea lions and 
sea otters all took swift advantage of the 
new marine habitat.

“We see a lot of new things happening 
on relatively short time scales,” Womble 
said. “From the perspective of an ecolo-
gist, it’s a really dynamic place to work.”

Glacier Bay’s first recent otter 
sighting occurred in 1988, when 
observers in skiffs spotted some hanging 
out at the bay’s mouth. When the U.S. 
Geological Survey began its aerial 
surveys five years later, the population, 
which then totaled around 340 animals, 
hadn’t yet begun to expand its range. As 
the glacier receded and their numbers 
grew, though, the marine mustelids 
pressed deeper into the fjords. Predators 
mostly stayed out of the way: In Glacier 
Bay, orcas, which feast on otters else-
where in Alaska, seem to prefer juicier 
prey, such as harbor seals and porpoises. 
According to a study by Womble and 
her colleagues, the park’s otter popula-
tion increased by 20% each year for two 
decades, reaching about 9,500 animals 
by 2012 — “kind of like bacteria in a 
petri dish,” said Perry Williams, an 
assistant professor of wildlife ecology at 
the University of Nevada, Reno and a co-
author of the study.

As otters erupted, they changed 
Glacier Bay itself. In their absence, 
bottom-dwelling invertebrates had thrived 

“Given a little bit of protection, they 
recover from whatever we throw at them.” 

however, has delighted in the otters’ 
recovery. As otters have rebounded, 
they’ve cut into the bottom lines of 
lucrative commercial fisheries — and, in 
some cases, diminished Alaska Natives’ 
subsistence foods. Although otters 
are protected from hunting under the 
Marine Mammal Protection Act, the 
law contains an exemption for Alaska 
Natives, who harvest around 1,400 
otters annually statewide. Some state 
senators have advocated for expanding 
the hunts, and in 2018 the chairman 
of Alaska’s Fisheries Board asked the 
federal government to let local com-
munities “responsibly and sustainably 
manage the species.”

Although otters are currently pro-
tected from hunting within Glacier Bay 
National Park’s borders, other forces 
may soon limit their growth. According 
to Esslinger, the park’s otters are likely 
spending more time scrounging up less 
nutritious prey, suggesting that their 
population is gradually approaching the 
total number Glacier Bay can support 
and that some otters might have to make 
a living outside the park. The impact 
of climate change on otters throughout 
their range is another uncertainty, but in 
Glacier Bay, warming temperatures have 
so far been a boon to them by opening 
new coastal habitat, said Williams, the 
wildlife ecologist. “In the face of climate 
change, many species are going to lose 
out,” he said. “But other species are 
going to benefit, and sea otters are one of 
them.” NP

BEN GOLDFARB is an environmental journalist 

and the author of “Eager: The Surprising, Se-

cret Life of Beavers and Why They Matter.”

both in size and numbers. “The urchins 
were huge, the crabs were extremely 
abundant, there were horse mussels the 
size of bananas carpeting the bottom,” 
recalled George Esslinger, a USGS marine 
ecologist. Over time, though, otters — 
which consume a quarter of their body 
mass each day — depleted the bounty 
and turned to other foods, such as blue 
mussels. “They eat them so fast it’s like 
popcorn,” Esslinger said.

Elsewhere, this ravenous foraging 
has profoundly altered marine eco-
systems. In the Aleutian Islands, the 
disappearance of otters permitted the 
proliferation of urchins, which in turn 
grazed kelp forests to nubbins. When 
the hungry mammals returned, urchins 
declined, and the undersea forests 
recovered, to the benefit of fish and 
other sea life. Scientists thus consider 
otters “keystone species”: creatures, 
such as beavers, elephants and wolves, 
that exert disproportionate influence on 
the world around them.

Whether otters have likewise cata-
lyzed a “trophic cascade” in Glacier Bay 
isn’t yet clear. Much of the bay’s floor is 
covered by soft sediments that are less 
suitable to urchins and kelp, and otters 
have adjusted accordingly, feasting 
more frequently on clams. (Unlike seals 
and sea lions, otters make things easy 
for curious ecologists: They consume 
their meals at the surface, using rocks 
as utensils and their plush bellies as 
tables.) Still, otters do rely on urchins 
for nearly 20% of their food, which may 
be having an impact. “It’s anecdotal, but 
it seems we’re seeing much more kelp in 
some areas,” Womble said.

Not everyone in southeast Alaska, 
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Findings BY NICOLAS BRULLIARD

Erin Tripp and James Lendemer were not so sure. On a trip to a nearby 
state park in 2005, they had made several discoveries, leading them to 
suspect Great Smoky Mountains also harbored many unknown lichens. 
Tripp, a botanist from the University of Colorado, had set up a 1-hectare 
plot in the eastern part of the park to monitor ecological changes in the 
hardwood forest, and they decided to start looking for lichens there.

The first day they examined the plot the following summer, they identi-
fied 110 species of lichens, including 36 that had not previously been found 

Why devote a decade to documenting 
the lichens of Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park?

AFTER NEARLY 100 YEARS OF STUDY, the consensus 
by the 21st century was that the lichens of the Smok-
ies were a known quantity. Biologists estimated that 

the 463 species that had been documented in Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park represented at least 90% of the total 
number of lichen species in the park.

A Liking for Lichens 

THE LICHENS of Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park display an incredible diversity. 
Here are just five of the 920 species that 
have been documented in the park.
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in the park. An additional 11 lichens they 
collected within the forest plot turned 
out, after further examination, to be new 
to science. That same day, Lendemer, 
a renowned lichenologist at the New 
York Botanical Garden, hiked a couple 
of miles up a nearby trail and added 
several more new-to-science lichen 
species to the park’s list. The two friends 
were exuberant.

“You keep encountering things that 
you hadn’t encountered before,” said 
Lendemer, whose passion for lichens 
dates to his high school days. “That’s 
what I live for.”

Every summer for the next decade, 
Tripp and Lendemer came back to Great 
Smoky Mountains to look for more 
lichens, organisms that Tripp describes 
as fungi and algae sandwiches. Through 
their work — including a field guide to 
the park’s lichen species to be published 
this spring — the duo hopes to intro-
duce both scientists and park visitors to 
lichens’ diversity. But one of the main 
goals of their research is to help staff 
protect the many rare species of lichens 
found in the park. And the first step to 
preserving them is to know where they 
are. Armed with that information, park 
managers can take additional steps to 
protect trees, rocks and soils that are host 
to unique lichen populations. 

The inventory can also help scientists 
monitor the impact of climate change 
on lichens. Warming temperatures have 
favored tree pests, which have decimated 
trees such as eastern hemlocks that 
provide lichen habitat, said Jessica Allen, 
a lichenologist at the Atlanta Botanical 
Garden. According to Allen’s models, 
the Smokies’ high-elevation lichens are 
particularly threatened, but she needs 
accurate lichen distribution data to make 
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reliable predictions. “Now we have this 
incredible baseline,” Allen said. “We’re set 
up to watch what’s going to happen there.”

Lichens come in a variety of colors, 
from olive gray to rust orange, and 
range from crusty to leafy to shrubby 
in appearance. The fungi provide much 
of the lichens’ structure, and the algae 
or cyanobacteria supply food through 
photosynthesis. Lichens don’t have 
roots, but they can attach themselves 
to almost anything. Most are found on 
rocks, tree trunks or dead branches, 
but they can also cling to tombstones, 
abandoned cars and farming equip-
ment. Some can live thousands of 
years, and they can grow in extreme 
conditions, thriving in arctic climates 
and withstanding long periods of 
drought. Lichens have even survived 
exposure in space on the outside of the 
International Space Station.

According to some estimates, lichens 
cover 6% of the surface of the Earth, but 
while they live pretty much everywhere, 
they receive relatively little attention. 
Conservation plans typically focus on 
megafauna and routinely ignore lichen 
species, Tripp said. Lichenologists have 
identified scores of rare species — at 
Great Smoky Mountains, for example, 
nearly a quarter of the lichen species are 
known from a single occurrence. Yet, 
only two lichen species are listed under 
the Endangered Species Act across the 
entire United States. “There should 
be hundreds of species,” Tripp said. 
“Hundreds!”

Lichenologists note that the sym-
biotic organisms perform crucial 
ecological roles. They serve as a food 
source for flying squirrels in the 
Appalachians, pronghorn in the West 
and tree snails in the Everglades, said 
David Lamfrom, NPCA’s regional 
director for the Southeast and a wildlife 
biologist. Green salamanders use lichens 
as camouflage to hide from predators, 
some bats roost almost exclusively in 
lichens, and birds collect lichens with 

antibacterial properties as nesting 
material, he said. “It’s one of the 
fundamental building blocks of the eco-
system,” he said. “It’s food, it’s shelter 
and it’s medicine.”

Humans have also benefited from 
lichens in various ways. Dyes made from 
Scottish lichens color the wool used 
to make Harris tweed, tea made with 
old man’s beard lichens is believed by 
some to provide various health benefits, 
and some Native American tribes have 
eaten specific lichen species (some 
other species are poisonous). Allen once 
enjoyed a dinner prepared by a Chinese 
lichenologist that included lichen 
salad, soup and pancakes. “The best are 
breaded and deep-fried,” she said.

One of the lichens’ most valuable 
attributes for humans is the organ-
isms’ sensitivity to air pollution. When 
sulfur concentrations increase, some 
lichen species change color or die off, so 
monitoring lichen populations can help 
scientists track air quality. Allen said 
pollution had nearly extirpated all lichens 
from New York City by the 1930s. “With 
increased air regulations, we see these 
species come back,” she said.

Susan Sachs, the chief of Great 
Smoky Mountains’ education branch, 
said the park had “tremendous issues 
with air quality” in the 1990s and early 
2000s, and Sachs has taught groups of 
middle school and high school students 
how to use lichens as a monitoring tool. 
Sachs also has used her position to tell 
people about Tripp and Lendemer’s 
research and introduce visitors to micro-
scopic fauna such as rotifers, nematodes 
and tardigrades that use lichens as 
habitat. “It’s really fun to watch people 
discover this hidden world,” she said.

So exactly how big is that world? 
Over the decade that Tripp and 

Lendemer studied the park, they 
examined nearly 50 1-hectare plots 
covering a variety of habitats, and 
they picked up other specimens while 
hiking for a total of about 6,000 lichens 
collected during their fieldwork. In 
addition, they looked at more than 
11,700 specimens from existing collec-
tions under a microscope. After walking 
at least 2,000 miles and devoting 
personal funds and countless hours to 
the effort, they identified a total of 920 
lichen species — a record for a national 
park — including eight that occur 
nowhere else in the world and one that 
had been presumed to be extinct.

“I don’t think either of us thought 
we would double the park checklist,” 
Tripp said.

Discovering a host of new species 
offers some side benefits. Over the course 
of his career, Lendemer has made a point 
of naming lichen species after women. (He 
and Allen are behind lichens honoring 
Dolly Parton and Oprah Winfrey, for 
example.) At Great Smoky Mountains, 
Tripp and Lendemer wanted to recognize 
park scientists and educators, who are 
crucial to the development of science yet 
rarely receive the credit they deserve. 
They named five of the lichen species they 
discovered after park staff members who 
supported and promoted their research. 
One of the new lichens, Lecanora 
sachsiana, whose common name is 
Susan’s Sacs (for its sacs of spores), is a 
whitish lichen so nondescript that even 
when Lendemer was pointing at it, Sachs 
had trouble seeing it. Still, she is thrilled 
with the honor. “It bears my name, so of 
course, I love it,” she said. “It’s not showy. 
It’s got its own beauty.” NP

NICOLAS BRULLIARD is senior editor of  

National Parks magazine.

“It’s one of the fundamental building blocks 
of the ecosystem.”
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Exactly 40 years after 
completing the Appalachian 
Trail, nine hikers reunited in 
Maine. How had walking those 
2,193 miles changed the course 
of their lives? 
BY DANIEL HOWE  •  PHOTO ILLUSTRATIONS BY SONIA ROY

HOMECOMING

REUNITING at the summit of Mount Katahdin 
after 40 years. The author (seated on right) 
holds a photo of the 17 hikers who completed 
thru-hikes on September 27, 1979. He’s next 
to Dave Brill, and the others, from left, are 
Jeff Hammons, Paul Phillips and Paul Dillon. 
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On a crystal, cold, late September day, five of 
us stand at the summit of Mount Katah-
din. The seemingly limitless Maine woods 
stretch out far below in shades of green, 
scarlet and orange. The wind is as sharp 
as the sun is warm. We are exhilarated 
and exhausted at the same time. 

In the Abenaki language, Katahdin means “the Greatest 
Mountain,” and it is easy to understand why it was so named. 
At 5,267 feet, it is a dominating presence in this stunningly 
beautiful landscape of lakes and trees. It is also the northern 
terminus of the 2,193-mile Appalachian Trail. 

Our group of gray-headed 60-somethings — Dave, Jeff, 
two Pauls and me — squint-smile at each other through the 
brightness and the gusts. Precisely 40 years ago, this little 
band, along with 12 other hikers, had celebrated a life-alter-
ing moment at this very spot: the final steps of a multi-month, 
end-to-end walk along the AT. Today, Katahdin, a fulcrum 
point in all our lives, draws us back again. 

We all set out from Georgia in the spring of 1979. Dave 
Brill and I had met at a lecture in a backpacking store in 
Arlington, Virginia, a few months before we planned to 
attempt our respective hikes. The speaker, who had thru-
hiked the AT a few years earlier, asked if anybody in the 
audience was planning to hike the entire trail that year. Two 
hands rose. We sought each other out after the lecture, loaded 
up on what now seems like immensely heavy equipment and 

shoes and decided to begin the hike together. 
The others had started at different times and 

hiked at different paces, but as we neared the end of 
the trail, snow (or the threat of it) inspired some to 
hurry and others to slow down, and we drew closer 
to each other. In the end, 17 of us gathered for a 
summit photo on September 27, 1979, an extraor-
dinary number considering that only around 130 
hikers are known to have completed the end-to-end 
hike of the AT that year. 

We had literally and psychologically started 
in one place and ended in another. After months 
of sharing the exquisitely simple daily routine of 
long-distance hiking — walk, eat, laugh with your 
friends around camp, sleep, wake, start again — 
we’d finally reached our goal. From this vantage, 
we could see the spectacular landscape stretching 
north into Canada. But what lay ahead in our lives? 
That was not as clear. 

At the summit of Katahdin this September, Dave 
and I brace ourselves against the 25-mile-per-hour 
wind to grasp each other around the shoulders. We 
are celebrating not only the 40th anniversary of 
our walk, but also the way our lives have been con-

nected since, through loves and trials, children and careers. 
We conjured the idea behind this reunion and tried to send 
the word out, never expecting more than a couple others to 
show up.

To our astonishment, seven of the original 17 hikers joined 
the two of us. Those who were able to agreed to hike up the 
mountain together, having conveniently forgotten the diffi-
culty of this stretch of the trail — which climbs 4,200 vertical 
feet over 5.2 miles — and perhaps not accounted for the dif-
ference four decades make. After 3.5 miles of extraordinarily 
steep hiking, the hard part begins — tricky bouldering at 
a 45-degree angle with 2,000-foot drops on both sides. At 
points, the only way forward is to grasp a rebar handhold 
drilled into the granite, which requires a fair amount of 
upper-body strength. This heart-pumping experience is fol-
lowed by an additional 1.5 miles of horizontal hiking above 
the tree line on open, rocky land and a final 700-foot ascent 
to the summit. 

Our legs are wobbly, but here we are, gathered once again 
around the weathered sign at the apex of the Greatest Moun-
tain. Paul Phillips, a physician from Florida, completed the 
alter ego of the AT, the Pacific Crest Trail, before entering 
medical school. Jeff Hammons, nicknamed “Kansas” during 
the original hike in honor of his home state, has lost none of 
his wry Midwestern wit over the years — and very little of 
his stamina. He still hikes frequently, usually through the 
desert ranges of the West, and works as an elementary school 

DAVE BRILL (left) and Paul Dillon on the Appalachian 
Trail in Pennsylvania in July 1979. 
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teacher on the Navajo Nation Reservation. Paul Dillon falls 
into deep conversations as easily as anyone I’ve known. A 
leggy ski bum from New Hampshire when we met him, he 
was always the most athletic of hikers, effortlessly striding 
across the landscape. He’d pick up a guitar wherever he could 
find one as we walked north in 1979, and today, he’s a musi-
cian in Seattle. It’s Paul’s birthday today, as it was the last 
time we were here together 40 years ago. Dave, a writer with 
a shock of unruly hair  and boundless humor, lives in Ten-
nessee. He is the author of several books including “As Far 
as the Eye Can See,” the story of our 1979 hike, which is still 
in print after 30 years. 

In spirit (and a photograph), Nick Gelesko — the “Michi-
gan Granddad” — is also with us. He was in his 50s in 1979, 
when we met him in Georgia. After losing touch for several 
states, Nick caught up with us in New York, and he, Paul Dil-
lon, Dave and I hiked the remainder of the trail together. 
Twenty years later, Gelesko, who was then 77 and had 
recently recovered from carotid artery surgery, joined Dave 
and me for a reunion hike at Katahdin. I distinctly remember 
his black beret and quiet smile of satisfaction as he stood 
proudly at this point that day. I am still in awe of the man, 
who died at age 94 in 2016. 

Farther down the mountain, still working his way up, 
is Paul Phillips’ brother, Robin Phillips. The brothers com-
pleted the trail together in 1979 and today live a few miles 
apart in Florida, where Robin is a professional photographer. 
(Later that evening, when we viewed slides from ’79, Robin 
laughed uproariously at photos of his skinny, 20-something 

self standing naked in a creek in Virginia.) With Robin is 
Gary Owen, a tall, smiling Tennessean. He recently retired 
from his work at a science and technology laboratory, and he 
and his wife drove their recreation vehicle from Knoxville to 
be with us. Jim Schaffrick, a soft-spoken woodworker from 
Connecticut  who sat around dozens of campfires with us 40 
years ago, chose not to pursue the steepest part of the climb 
and had walked back to our cars to await our return. Finally, 
just outside Baxter State Park, nursing a soon-to-be-replaced 
hip, is Cynthia Taylor-Miller, one of the few female thru-hik-
ers in 1979. Though she and I did not get to know each other 
well during our original hike, we had reconnected recently 
through our trail-related volunteer work. Cynthia now gives 
back as a trail-maintainer and hiking club officer in Vermont. 

My decision to hike the length of the AT in 1979 was born 
of a vague sense of restlessness. For years I’d done what I felt 
was expected of me: I’d worked hard in school, graduated 
from a prominent university and secured a good job as a land 
planner at a large corporation. But it seemed like I was stuck 
in someone else’s life. I didn’t fit easily into the corporate 
culture in my workplace, and I felt disconnected from the 
suburbs of Washington, D.C., where I lived. The economy 
was in recession, my dad was becoming crippled from rheu-
matoid arthritis, and the Three Mile Island nuclear accident 
had just happened, shaking my faith 
in the certainty of science and politi-
cal leadership.

I had only limited experience in 
the outdoors — some Boy Scout camp-

REUNION ATTENDEES included 
(from left) Paul Phillips, Paul 
Dillon, Gary Owen, Cynthia 
Taylor-Miller, Dave Brill, Jeff 
Hammons and Robin Phillips.
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ing, a couple of trips to the mountains in college — but the idea of 
embarking on an odyssey drew me. I sought an extended journey, a 
vision quest toward … well, something, and to my parents’ chagrin, 
I was willing to blow off the stability I’d just attained to do it. I quit 
my job, positioned myself on Springer Mountain in Georgia with 
my newfound friend, Dave, and started walking north. 

The AT is generally not a destination in itself; it is a journey 
toward something else, a concept many hikers really don’t pre-
conceive. They take the first step on faith. Earl Shaffer, the first 
person to complete a documented end-to-end hike of the Appa-
lachian Trail, was trying to walk off World War II when he began 
that first trek in 1948. A sizable contingent of veterans do the same 
today, hoping to exorcise some of the demons they met in wartime. 
I hadn’t faced that kind of trauma, but I was determined to slough 
things off, pare down, reorient, fling myself in a new direction. Jet-
tisoning baggage, from my head as well as from my pack, became 
an important part of my experience. 

Completing the AT in a single season is no easy task. Roughly 
three in four of those who attempt to become “2000-milers” fail 
to complete the hike in the year they set out. Most leave the trail in 

the first few weeks, falling victim to 
homesickness, loneliness, boredom, 
injury or the mental and physical 
challenge of walking up and down 
mountains every day, often in the 
rain. But those who stick it out are 

rewarded with membership in a unique community that forms 
during hour upon hour of walking and at stops along the way. 
(In the pre-cellphone era, the chief way we communicated with 
friends who had sped ahead or slipped behind was through 
trail registers, little notebooks placed in many of the shelters 
by volunteers.) By the time we reached the Maine woods, we 
had become family, and standing on top of Katahdin was like 
Sunday dinner, a celebration of togetherness.

And then it was over. I recall the letdown of being back in a 
car, leaving Maine and driving down I-95 back toward Wash-
ington. Looking out the window at other drivers, I thought 
about how much I’d changed during my time on the trail and 
how the world around me had not. My trail family scattered, 
and for the most part, everyone struggled to figure out their 
next steps. Dave went back to Cincinnati, where he grew up, 
and worked in odd jobs until he set out on another long hike 
on what later became the Pacific Northwest National Scenic 
Trail. Eventually, he went to graduate school in journalism 
and started writing professionally. Paul Dillon moved to Santa 
Fe for a time. Paul Phillips took off on a journey around the 
world. I was simply not ready to reenter the world I’d left, so I 
returned to Hot Springs, North Carolina, where an innkeeper 
Dave and I had met while hiking had offered me a part-time 
job, room and board, and a chance to find my path.  

That move made all the difference. I apprenticed to a harp-
sichord maker, learned how to build the hammered dulcimer 
— an ancient ancestor of the piano — met other local musicians 
and played the haunting music of the Southern Appalachians 

on my guitar and the dulcimer. The AT follows Main Street through 
town, which allowed me to wander into the surrounding ridges 
on any given day, and I felt embedded in the landscape. I tended 
a remarkable bottomland vegetable garden, and my appreciation 
for the ecology, flora and landscape of the Southern mountains 
expanded. Inspired, I embarked on what became a 30-year-
career as a landscape architect and city planner. In my early 30s, 
I married, and my wife and I raised a son and daughter. We just 
celebrated our 32nd anniversary. 

Now I teach landscape architecture part-time, and I also serve 
as a volunteer and board member at the Appalachian Trail Conser-
vancy. My hope is to preserve the opportunity for others to have the 
sort of trail epiphanies I had, whether they come from day hikes or 
thru-hikes. My daughter, who is 21, first set foot on the trail nearly 
10 years ago and already has indicated her intent to set off on her 
own end-to-end journey on the AT. 

Dave often says he would never have completed the AT if not 
for me. I think he’s got it backward. Whoever is right, we have pro-
foundly influenced each other’s lives. When Dave’s first marriage 
was ending, we talked about our children and how to be the best 

DANIEL HOWE (left) 
and Dave Brill at 
Katahdin in 1979 
after becoming 
2000-milers. 
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kind of parents to them no matter what turns life pre-
sented. Later, when I struggled in my career, I’d head 
to Dave’s home on the Cumberland Plateau, where we’d 
share bourbon and mostly true stories around a golden 
fire. We’d play guitar competently and sing badly late 
into the night, and after this ritual of talk and song and 
fire, we’d both feel like all the mountains in our paths 
were surmountable, and every stiff climb would likely 
end in a nice view. 

Without Dave repeatedly reminding me who I really 
was, I might have, many times, stepped back onto the 
path of conformity. In the end, I resisted the tempta-
tion to return to the corporate world and found great 
contentment in my chosen path. As for Dave, he moved 
on from his divorce to a very happy marriage. He raised 
two extraordinary, talented daughters and built a magi-
cal cabin above a creek in the hemlock woods. My son 
and Dave’s daughter both got married (to different 
spouses) on the same day last year, just one week after 
we returned from the Katahdin reunion. 

I can’t quite picture who I would be without Dave. 
He will always be my first phone call when anything 
significant, good or bad, happens. (I will, however, have 
to call his landline because he still refuses to get a cell-
phone.) And it all started when we walked in the woods 
for five months and became different people, together.  

The afternoon is waning, and our group of old-tim-
ers is facing a five-hour hike back to the campground  
where we’d parked.  Even so, we stay an extra few min-
utes on the rocky summit, hugging each other, taking 
more photos, making small talk with other day-hikers 
who hover around the peak. Looking down the steep 
trail, Paul Phillips suggests that perhaps we should con-
sider a beach vacation for our 50th reunion. 

We greet a hiker who is obviously finishing his 
own long-distance hike — his gauntness, glow of 
satisfaction and worn-out shoes give him away. He 
stops to talk with us for a minute before descending. 
As usual, there’s a bit of shop talk about the condi-
tion of the trail, his start date in Georgia and what 
he was doing before he started his journey. His face 
has a wistful cast that I recognize as he looks toward 
the path he’s about to walk back down, southward. 
“What are you going to do now?” I ask, shading my 
eyes from the late-day sunshine. “I don’t know,” he 
replies. “Something different.”

DANIEL HOWE is a writer, consultant and part-time profes-

sor in the Landscape Architecture Department in the College 

of Design at North Carolina State University in Raleigh. He 

serves on the board of directors of the Appalachian Trail 

Conservancy.  

SONIA ROY, an artist based in Montreal, creates illustrations 

for magazines, newspapers and advertising projects. 

Jane Geisler first walked on the Appalachian Trail in the Blue 
Ridge Mountains of Virginia more than 80 years ago, around the 
time it was completed. She was enthralled, a feeling that stuck. “I 
was always interested in geology and botany,” she said, “and getting 
out on hikes was a way to see the land and enjoy it.” She hiked bits 
and pieces of the trail over the years, and in the 1960s, she became 
an advocate and volunteer. Since then, she has contributed untold 
hours doing everything from trail maintenance to supervising other 
volunteers in Dutchess County, New York, where she lives. 

Unfortunately, those tasks aren’t a particularly good fit of late. 
“I’m 96 years old now, so I don’t 
hike more than 2 or 3 miles, and 
I don’t do heavy trail work,” 
she cheerfully explained over 
the phone. Not to worry — a 
few years ago, she settled on 
an ideal volunteer job: Every 
weekend when the weather is 

nice, she drives to the Appalachian Trail train station in the nearby 
town of Pawling to greet hikers. 

Impressed with her dedication, NPCA and the Harlem Valley 
Appalachian Trail Community presented Geisler with a Trail Ambas-
sador award on Appalachian Trail Day, an October event the groups 
co-hosted. “She’s an invaluable resource,” said NPCA’s Lauren Cos-
grove. “Her enthusiasm and love for the trail is irreplaceable.”

While thru-hikers and locals often pass by — and Geisler delights 
in chatting with them — they usually don’t need much assistance. 
Her target audience is day-hiking urbanites who have taken the 
train from Grand Central Station, 70 miles to the south. The AT is 
a couple paces away from the eponymous stop (just one station 
past downtown Pawling), and that stretch of the trail is one of the 
few that is both near New York City and easily accessible by rail. 

Geisler hands out paper maps, which “show you more than 
your cellphone app,” she said. She tells those who haven’t brought 
adequate supplies where they can pick up snacks and water. She 
explains that the trail is marked with white blazes, warns people 
when it’s hunting season and suggests good turnaround points 
for those who need to catch the train home. And she describes the 
terrain. “Either way you go, there’s a hill,” she said and laughed. 
“There’s always a hill.” Depending on whether hikers head north 
or south, they will also see grazing animals, an expansive swamp, 
the state’s largest oak tree, an impressive view from Cat Rocks 
and a lake.

Geisler, who has lived on her own since her husband died more 
than 15 years ago, finds plenty else to keep her busy. Her three 
children regularly visit, she attends exercise classes, and she plays 
Scrabble every Friday. As we were speaking, she was baking a 
squash-and-cranberry casserole for a luncheon. 

But the AT has been one of her most enduring passions. She was 
pleased about the award, she said after some prodding — mostly 
because it could bring attention to the trail and encourage volun-
teering. “Right now, they need people,” she said. “There’s constant 
work that needs to be done.”  —R.M.

MORE TRAIL NOTES

A SEASONED  
GREETER
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The grass tickled the back of my legs. 
As the sun sank in the autumn sky, I opened up a paint-
mottled canvas bag and one by one, pulled out the objects 
inside: four paintbrushes of varying widths, a translucent 
blue ruler, a No. 2 pencil, a cup of water for rinsing brushes, 
a clipboard with a sheet of pleasingly thick white paper 
and a set of watercolors that looked brand-new. I spread 
all the items on the grass before me and delighted in my 
bounty. A soft breeze grazed the lawn, and birds chirped 
and squawked overhead. Looking around, I could see a for-
est, a meadow, a stone wall and a garden. The landscape 
summoned me. I picked up a brush and began to paint.

It was late September at Weir Farm National Historic 
Site in southwestern Connecticut, where I had come to 
enjoy a break from my urban life, learn about the park’s 
history, marvel at the fall foliage and create a little art. 

Bucolic and serene, Weir Farm is a compact, 68-acre park 
with a handful of buildings, gardens and trails. The coun-
try’s only national park site devoted to painting, the farm 
is unassuming, easily blending in with the stone walls, tidy 
gardens and historic homes of the surrounding neighbor-
hood. But the apparent simplicity of the farm belies the 
remarkable quality of the light and colors there. Some visi-
tors described the landscape as “magical,” which at first 
seemed to me like an overstatement but after playing artist 
for the weekend, I understood what they meant.

“The most important thing you can do here is paint, 
draw, make art,” said Superintendent Linda Cook. “When 
people come here and try art, they let down their defenses 
in many ways. It allows you to be still in a park setting — to 
focus and observe and look at things longer.”

I knew very little about Julian Alden Weir, considered 

JULIAN ALDEN 
WEIR’S circa 
1894 oil painting 
“The Laundry, 
Branchville,” 
depicts a scene 
at Weir Farm. 
(far left). Top: 
The studio of 
sculptor Mahonri 
Young, who 
married Julian 
Weir’s daughter, 
Dorothy Weir. 
Bottom: Weir 
in an 1883 
photograph 
taken on his 
honeymoon 
in Europe. 
Opposite page: 
Park visitor 
Carol Matthews 
of Willoughby, 
Ohio, uses 
art supplies 
provided by the 
park. Previous 
spread: Weir 
Pond in the fall. 
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by some to be the father of American impressionism, when 
I signed up for a free evening painting class at the park. I 
had been craving some creative time away from my com-
puter, and the fact that I hadn’t painted in years did not 
deter me in the least. The farm, I learned, has a long his-
tory of serving as a retreat from the city. Weir first arrived 
here by train from Manhattan in 1882, seeking an environ-
ment he thought would be conducive to art-making. The 
property, eventually covering 238 acres, became Weir’s 
sanctuary and muse — and a second residence for his fam-
ily. He continued journeying there for nearly four decades 
until his death in 1919 at age 67. 

The 14th of 16 children, Weir was the son of Robert 
Walter Weir, a professor of drawing at the U.S. Military 
Academy at West Point. (Weir’s brother John Ferguson 
Weir became the first director of the Yale School of Fine 
Arts). He studied art in Europe from 1873 to 1877 and after 
returning to New York City, he painted, taught art, and 
worked as an art buyer and collector. In 1882, one of his 
wealthy clients proposed trading an abandoned colonial 

Weir Farm is part of the Connecticut Art Trail, 
a partnership of 20 museums and historic sites in 
the state. Others within about a 90-minute drive of 
the park include the Florence Griswold Museum, a 
late Georgian mansion and gardens that were once 
home to the Lyme Art Colony; the Yale University 
Art Gallery in New Haven, which has a significant 
collection of works by American and European 
impressionists including Weir; 
the Center for Contemporary 
Printmaking in Norwalk, which 
offers printmaking workshops; 
The Aldrich Contemporary Art 
Museum in Ridgefield, the only 
museum in the state devoted to contemporary art; 
the Bruce Museum in Greenwich, an art, science and 
natural history museum; and the Bush-Holley House 
Museum in Greenwich, a national historic landmark 
that was a boarding house for artists and writers in 
the late 1800s. 

SIDE 
TRIP
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farm he owned for $10 plus a painting 
Weir had recently purchased that the 
client particularly liked. Weir accepted 
the offer. 

Trained in a rigid, detailed style and 
known for his still lifes, Weir initially 
disliked impressionism, which he had 
first encountered in France at an 1877 
exhibition by Claude Monet and Pierre-
Auguste Renoir. During his early years at 
the farm, he painted mostly dark-colored 
family scenes of his wife and daughters. 
By the late 1880s, however, Weir had 
developed a robust appetite for paint-
ing landscapes in a less conservative 
style. He painted en plein air, capturing 
whatever was happening in nature at the 
moment. By 1891, critics were calling 
him an impressionist, noting a lighter, 
brushier, more experimental style; he 
would continue to paint this way for the 
rest of his life.

“Weir is one of the few truly direct 
links between American and European 
impressionists,” said Yale University 
Art Gallery Curator Mark Mitchell. “By 
the time Americans are turning to it in the 1890s, the 
impressionist movement in France had ended.” Mitchell 
said impressionism on both sides of the Atlantic depicted 
modern life and the middle-class fantasy of escaping by 
train to the beach or countryside. The Americans, however, 
focused more on landscape painting than their European 
peers, and their brushwork was typically faster and looser. 

Weir’s hilltop farm, where he grew corn, cabbage, beets 
and apples, influenced not only Weir but also his three 
daughters, as well as visitors including painters John 
Singer Sargent, John Twachtman and Albert Pinkham 
Ryder. Today, artists visit year-round with their easels 
and paint in much the same way as Weir and his contem-
poraries. 

Cook said she is still amazed, after 15 years at the park, 
that a relatively modest place has sparked such creativity 
through the decades. “It’s not by water, there’s no spectacu-
lar views of mountains, it’s not a majestic landscape, it’s not 
a Western vista,” said Cook, whose family couldn’t afford to 

go to national parks when she was a child but who now has 
worked for the National Park Service for three decades. “It’s 
subtle — the stones in the wall or the way the light filters 
through the trees.”

After arriving on a Friday afternoon, I toured Weir’s 
home and examined some of his original works, including 
his self-portrait and “Early Moonrise” in the living room 
and “Autumn” in the dining room. (The park owns 175 of 
his pieces, including oils, watercolors, etchings and sketch-
books; Weir’s art can also be found around the world in 
museums, galleries and private collections, including The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the National Gallery of Art, 
the Brigham Young University Museum of Art and The 
Phillips Collection.) As I walked around the rooms, deco-
rated with ornate wallpaper and furnishings Weir shipped 
from Europe, I glanced outside and imagined Weir looking 
out the same windows. The park’s “Painting Sites Guide” 
brochure maps out the real-life scenes depicted in paint-
ings by Weir and other artists. 

ALISSA SIEGAL, the September artist-in-residence at Weir Farm, described 
her time in the park as “magical” (top). Bottom: Art teacher Dmitri Wright 
talks to participants in a nighttime outdoor painting class. 

“The most important 
thing you can do here is 
paint, draw, make art.”
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Weir curated everything on the farm from the living 
space to the landscape. To create his romantic ideal of a 
farm, he had fields mowed a certain way, used oxen instead 
of machinery, and added stone walls and rustic fences. In 
1896, he built a pond using prize money he’d won when 
a painting he had entered in an art show took first place. 
Today, the park is mandated to maintain the look Weir 
cultivated and goes to great lengths to do so. A red oak by 
Weir’s studio, for instance, gets extraordinary care from a 
tree company — including annual deep root injections, a 
fertilization process. 

Friday evening, I joined the park’s last yoga class of the 
season, held in one of the formal gardens. “Nature has a 
way of slowing us down,” the instructor said. The last light 
of the day bathed her face in color; she moved a fat worm 
off her mat. “You may have a lot of sensations flowing in 
the body. Don’t miss anything.” 

As I lay on my back at the end of class, I watched a bee 
hover by a raspberry bush and a dragonfly dart in a “Z.” 
Above, wide brushstrokes of clouds filled the sky. 

Saturday, still feeling the calming 
effects of the yoga class, I walked around 
Weir’s pond and back toward the farm-
house, which was originally built in the 
late 1700s. The morning sun hit the yel-
low and red leaves in a way that made 
them flicker like sequins. Behind the 
house, I visited the studio of sculptor 
Mahonri Young (grandson of Mormon 
leader Brigham Young), who married 
Weir’s daughter, Dorothy Weir. Another 
daughter, Cora Weir Burlingham, lived 
with her husband in a house on the 
property that later became the visitor 
center. Along with Doris and Sperry 
Andrews, the last residents of the farm, 
Burlingham helped organize a grass-
roots movement to preserve the land 
and buildings that in 1990 became Weir 
Farm National Historic Site. 

On the lawn in front of Weir’s home, 
I found artist-in-residence Alissa Siegal 

painting one of her favorite trees. The park hosts a differ-
ent artist each month, February through November, and 
I’d heard it was Siegal’s final day.

“Do you want to see my studio?” she asked. She left her 
easel in the middle of the lawn, and we walked across the 
street. The modern space was flooded with light, and Sie-
gal pointed out the work she’d created during the month, 
including papier-mache flowers and acrylic and charcoal 
paintings of animals. Though she’s been creating and 
selling art for decades, she said she hadn’t had so much 
concentrated time for art since graduate school.

“To have someone invite you to be part of this historical 
lineage — and have no constraints and no requirements 
other than coming here and making art — is pretty magi-
cal,” said Siegal, who lives in Stamford, Connecticut, and 
teaches art at The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum. 
She said she appreciated the connection to the artists who 
came before and enjoyed seeing how each had responded 
to the place. Her experience here mimicked Weir’s in some 
ways — she spent her time outdoors, watching the light 

A PARK VISITOR paints during a night-
time class at the park (left). Opposite 
page: Visitors can hike on a network 
of trails that wend their way through 
the park and the adjacent Weir 
Preserve. The park grounds are open 
year-round, sunrise to sunset, for 
walks, art-making, dog-walking and 
self-guided tours. 

“The sound of crickets becomes louder, you hear the 
owls talking to one another. Since you can’t see the 
painting that well, you have to trust your instincts.” 
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change throughout the day and recording 
impressions with quick paintings.

Late that afternoon, I picked up the 
canvas bag of art supplies from the porch 
of the visitor center. Colored pencils or 
watercolors are always available to bor-
row when the building is open, May 
through October, and visitors can take 
them anywhere in the park. Cook told me 
that the staff takes great pride in offering 
high-quality supplies and cleaning them 
carefully between uses; the message is 
that everyone, regardless of experience 
or skill, is treated like an artist here. 

I walked to the middle of the lawn 
and plopped down in a spot facing a 
stone wall and the forest. Feeling exhila-
ratingly unhurried, I contemplated the 
blank paper for a while before finally 
picking up a pencil. With light strokes, 
I sketched stones and branches. Then 
I opened my watercolor box and added 
color, watching watery blues and greens 
pool, swirl together and fade. The famil-
iarity of these motions was palpable and 
welcome — down to swishing a brush in 
the cup and watching the water turn a 
new color with each rinse. 

After dinner in town, it was time for 
class. Dmitri Wright, who calls himself 
an evangelist for impressionist plein-
air painting, has taught at the park for 
more than a decade, and regulars from 
the area flock to his classes. Inspired 
by painter Albert Pinkham Ryder as a 
young man, Wright came to understand 
that plein-air works rely on senses other 
than sight. Those other sensations are 
particularly handy when one is painting 
outside at night. 

“The sound of crickets becomes louder, you hear the 
owls talking to one another,” Wright said. “Since you can’t 
see the painting that well, you have to trust your instincts 
and use your gut. Don’t worry if your painting looks very 
childlike. Impressionists say, ‘Paint your own naive impres-
sion.’” Wright stressed the importance of keeping our 
palettes organized so we would know where the colors were 
once it got dark. He assured us that our eyes would adjust. 

At twilight, our class of a dozen, mostly women, picked 
spots and set up easels. Siegal was there, and I met a num-
ber of other local artists, including a professional illustrator 
who lives in New York. She told me she likes painting at the 
park because of the vibe: “You can feel the other artists.” 

Other women said they felt safe setting up and painting 
there, even when they were on their own.

I squeezed acrylic paint out of several tubes onto my pal-
ette then suddenly felt paralyzed, realizing Wright’s short 
talk in the classroom was our only instruction; it seemed 
that all the other artists were experienced enough to know 
how to proceed. I could see Siegal painting bold, sinuous 
branches across her canvas and the illustrator carefully 
painting a building. I asked Wright for advice. 

“Breathe in, fill your belly, be in the moment,” he said. 
He stepped away from the easel, turned sideways and stood 
in a fencing position. Then he bent his knees and stretched 
his arm out like he was about to slice up the canvas. 
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I laughed nervously and tried to mimic Wright’s stance, 
trusting that these movements would result in something 
artistic and not completely humiliating. The landscape I’d 
chosen just 30 minutes earlier had transformed into murky 
shapes under the darkening sky, so I tried to follow Wright’s 
instructions and paint by feel. At first, I took care not to 
mix colors unintentionally, but in no time, my palette was 
a jumble of hues. As I added details to my scene, I surren-
dered to the darkness and the intermingling paint, 
brushing a confusion of color onto my canvas. 
Somewhat arbitrarily, I decided the painting was 
finished. When I brought it inside, I saw greens, 
reds and whites swirled around in tree-like shapes.

“Fantastic!” Wright beamed. “You can’t see, so 
you paint from your heart!”

“Thank you,” I said, amused but skeptical. I 
looked at my painting and felt the smallest amount 
of satisfaction, admiring the way some of the thick 
paint stuck out from the canvas.

The next morning, eager to savor the last few 
hours of my visit, I woke early enough to catch 
a sunrise at the park. I sat on Weir’s porch in a 
rocking chair, watching chipmunks scamper along 
stone walls and listening to acorns pelting the 
lawn. With every gust of wind, a shower of brittle 
leaves twirled to the ground. 

Just two hours later, I was on the Upper West 
Side of Manhattan. Horns blared, sirens wailed, 
handcarts rattled. As I drove up Broadway, I 
recalled the line from a letter Weir wrote to his 
mother-in-law soon after returning to New York 
from the farm: “We are again in this big turmoil of 
a city and already wish we were out of it.”

I entertained no such wishes; I was deter-

mined to hold onto the carefree feeling 
of the morning even as I immersed myself 
in the commotion of the city. I parked my 
car on a busy street and strolled for a few 
blocks, thinking happily about my rural 
getaway. Then I stopped cold. My paint-
ing! In plain sight on the back seat of my 
car!  Of course, it was preposterous to 
think that someone could mistake my 
childlike artwork for something of value. 
But decades of city living and two broken 
car windows have taught me not to leave 
anything visible in my car — even some-
thing, ahem, worthless.

I turned around and walked back to my 
car. Chuckling at the thought of someone 

stealing my painting, I covered it with an old sheet. Then 
I locked the doors and headed up the block again, my pace 
quickening with each step.

MELANIE D.G. KAPLAN is a Washington, D.C.-based writer 

who now thinks about watercolors every time she sees a sunrise. 

GASTON LACOMBE is a photographer and artist based in 

Provincetown, Massachusetts.

Weir Farm’s visitor center is open May 1 through October 31, 
Wednesday through Sunday. The grounds are open year-round, 
sunrise to sunset, for art-making, hiking, dog-walking and self-
guided tours. Artists are welcome to set up easels, but keep in 
mind the park does not have facilities for washing brushes. In 
season, the park loans art supplies to visitors for use throughout 

the park and offers free public 
programs including plein-air 
painting and cellphone pho-
tography workshops; yoga 
classes; forest bathing walks; 

and tours of the house, studio and grounds.  
The park, which straddles the towns of Wilton and Ridgefield, 
is bordered by the Weir Preserve and the Nod Hill Refuge. Both 
John F. Kennedy International and LaGuardia airports are about 
60 miles south. Ride the Metro-North Railroad from New York 
City to the Branchville station and take a taxi the remaining 
1.5 miles to the park. The West Lane Inn in Ridgefield, an 1849 
house, is just 10 minutes from the park, and the EVEN Hotel 
Norwalk and posh Inn at GrayBarns are about 20 minutes away. 
Dining options nearby include the Sand Wedge Deli, Heibeck’s 
Stand and the upscale Schoolhouse at Cannondale; head to 
Valencia in Norwalk for killer arepas. 

TRAVEL  
ESSENTIALS

THE PALACE CAR  served as Weir’s 
portable studio. 
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SAM DROEGE’S PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO is tucked 
inside an old Styrofoam beer cooler. While his mod-
els wait for their star turn in front of the camera, 
some float in hand sanitizer. Others hang out (lit-
erally) with recycled acupuncture needles piercing 
their sleek — or hirsute — bodies. If the setting and 
props seem to violate labor laws, not to worry. The 
subjects are all dead. Also, they’re rarely bigger than 
an average-sized bean.

Droege is a 62-year-old career government 
biologist who knows more about North American 
bees than just about anybody, but he also considers 
himself somewhat of an artist. For each bee, wasp 
or occasional beetle he photographs, he carefully 
grooms the specimen, endlessly tinkers with its posi-
tion and adjusts the lighting 
to avoid any excessive glare 
from the insect’s exoskel-
eton.

Most of the bees Droege 
and his team photograph 
have lit t le in common 
with the yellow-and-black-
striped cuties that populate 
cartoons. They can have 
woolly-mammoth-st yle 
hair or shine like a freshly 
waxed sports car. Some would not look out of place 
in a 1970s punk band, while others seem to have just 
stepped off a “Star Wars” movie set. They come in 
blue, emerald and orange hues, and their wings some-
times glimmer with all the colors of the rainbow. It 
is this extraordinary diversity — which matches the 
diversity in the flowers the pollinators help propagate 
— that Droege wants to showcase through the thou-
sands of photographs he’s taken and made available 
to researchers and the public.

“You have to think about this in terms of shapes 
and colors,” he said on a recent rainy morning in his 
lab at the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center in Mary-
land. “If I’m spending all this time, I’m going to make 
something beautiful.”

Droege, who has a background in statistical analy-
sis, has developed survey protocols and monitoring 
programs for birds, amphibians, dragonflies, fungi 

and eight-legged micro-animals known as tardi-
grades or water bears. A couple of decades ago, he 
and a colleague came up with the idea of the BioBlitz, 
which  brings together scientists and lay visitors 
to inventory species. The event, which started at 
Kenilworth Park and Aquatic Gardens in Washing-
ton, D.C., has since become extremely popular and 
now takes place at locations around the world includ-
ing many U.S. national park sites.

Droege started his bees work in 2001, at a time 
of growing concerns over the decline in pollinators. 
He makes a point of distinguishing what is trou-
bling honeybees — nonnative bees whose colonies 
are experiencing mysterious collapses — from the 
situation of native bees, which rarely make honey 

and tend to live in individual 
nests. North America counts 
about 4,000 species of bees. 
Undoubtedly, some of the indig-
enous species are also suffering 
declines — the rusty patched 
bumblebee and seven species 
of yellow-faced bees native to 
Hawaii have been listed under 
the Endangered Species Act 
in recent years — but for most 
native bees, scientists have very 

little information of any kind, let alone population 
trend data.

“We’re about 100 years behind the bird people, 
and many years behind the butterfly people,” Droege 
said.

Droege has tried hard to catch up. Given the 
dearth of bee taxonomists, he sort of fashioned 
himself into one. He and his colleagues at the U.S. 
Geological Survey’s Bee Monitoring and Inventory 
Lab have identified about 500,000 specimens that 
passed through the lab’s doors and added information 
including the species name and the collection loca-
tion to their database. Droege collected some of the 
bees himself near his Maryland home, on vacation 
travel or during research trips (including a project 
to survey coastal bees at national park sites a few 
years ago), but most insects were sent to the lab by 
researchers, graduate students and even some of 

AUGOCHLOROPSIS ANONYMA (bee), Biscayne National 
Park, Florida. Previous pages: MELISSODES COMMUNIS 
(bee), Biscayne National Park. Photo by Brooke 
Alexander.

“If I’m spending 
all this time, I’m 
going to make 

something 
beautiful.”
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BOMBUS 
VANDYKEI 
(bumblebee), 
Yosemite National 
Park, California. 

AUGOCHLOROPSIS 
ANONYMA (bee), 
Biscayne  
National Park. 
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LEAF BEETLE 
(species 
unknown), 
Kenilworth Park 
and Aquatic 
Gardens, 
Washington, 
D.C. 

OSMIA 
BRUNERI (bee), 
Yellowstone 
National Park, 
Wyoming
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MUTILLID WASP 
(species unknown), 
Great Basin National 
Park, Nevada (top). 
Bottom: CICINDELA 
SCUTELLARIS (festive 
tiger beetle), Badlands 
National Park, South 
Dakota (bottom). Far 
right: ANTHOPHORA 
AFFABILIS (bee), 
Badlands National Park. 

Droege's friends and neighbors. 
While Droege enjoys identifying bees (he spent 

much of the government shutdown a year ago doing 
just that), he realized early on that it was crucial to 
provide others with the tools to do it themselves. He 
decided to create high-resolution photographs of 
each kind of bee so that researchers could compare 
them with the specimens they were trying to identify. 
After determining which bees live where, scientists 
can then monitor populations over time and find out 
whether a particular species is at risk. 

Getting the sort of detailed pictures that research

ers can use is an extraordinarily time-consuming 
process. (Droege takes a lot of the photos himself, 
but he's trained technicians and volunteers to help.) 
Most bees arrive at the lab floating in alcohol or other 
liquids, so their wings are often stuck together or 
their hair is matted. To clean them up, Droege usu
ally takes them home and dumps them in the washing 
machine with a little bit of laundry detergent. He then 
throws the wet bees in the lab's dryer and sets it on 
high. Bees are surprisingly resistant to tumbling, but 
he checks on them periodically to make sure they 
don't get too dry. "If they start getting a little crispy, 

then their antennas snap off," he said. 
One of Droege's worst nightmares is bad bee 

hair, so to give his bees a nice, fluffy finish, he uses a 
small compressor with an airbrush valve — the kind 
of device designed to apply paint to model airplanes. 
Another pesky issue is that bees are dust magnets, so 
Droege will lick a pin and remove specks of dust one 
by one while viewing a bee through his microscope 
lens. Once his model is finally ready for the photo 
shoot, Droege places it inside an upside-down beer 
cooler that he's lined with black velvet and outfitted 
with an opening for a lens. Inspired by a method 

developed by the U.S. Army to document disease-
carrying insects, he takes a series of pictures while 
moving the camera on a sliding rail toward his sub
ject. With the help of image-processing software, 
Droege stacks the shots to give a three-dimensional 
appearance to the final image. (If the bee were to 
move at any point during the photo shoot, the result
ing image would be blurry, which is why Droege only 
photographs dead insects.) He typically photographs 
the face, back and side of a bee but will add different 
angles if needed. The whole shoot can take upward 
of two hours. 
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Top row from left: 
RIPIPHORUS BEETLE 
(species unknown), 
Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park, Tennessee. 
AGAPOSTEMON 
MELLIVENTRIS (bee). 
Badlands National Park. 
MELECTA BEE (species 
unknown, although Sam 
Droege jokingly labeled 
it "Billy Idol Melecta" 
after the 1980s rock star), 
Fossil Butte National 
Monument, Wyoming. 
Bottom row from left: 
SCOLIA BICINCTA (wasp), 
Cape Cod National 
Seashore, Massachusetts. 
OSMIA CHALYBEA 
(bee), Cumberland 
Island National Seashore, 
Georgia. NOMADA 
AUSTRALIS (bee). 
Gateway National 
Recreation Area, New 
York. 

Once he has photographed a bee, Droege crushes 
it through his fingers and scrapes the guts off the 
pin, which he washes for future use. "We're not a 
museum," he said. "We're a database." 

Almost to years ago, he started uploading his 
bee photos on Flickr, the photo-sharing website. He 
thought his primary audience would be scientists, but 
one day his daughter told him some of his bee pictures 
had been posted on a popular social media account. 

They had garnered more than 200,000 views and 
generated scores of humorous online comments about 
how the bees looked like Power Rangers, "bad mama 
jamas" and the love children of interspecies affairs. 
"Hmmm I didn't know they came in blue, green, grey 
and death," one person wrote. "Oh so those were 
real?" another joked (or maybe just asked). 

"These were not my people," Droege said. "These 
were the general public." He has since created an 

Instagram account that has accrued a respect
able number of admirers. "We're not up there with 
movie stars, but we have more than 18,000 follow
ers," he said. He has now posted more than 4,000 
photos on Flickr, including nearly 700 of insects 
collected — with the proper permits — at national 
park sites. (All the photos included in this essay 
feature national park specimens and are from the 
USGS Bee Inventory and Monitoring Lab. Droege 

is the photographer except where noted.) 
The work is far from over. On every shelf of his lab 

lie piles of pizza boxes filled with pinned bees wait
ing to be processed. Droege estimates the backlog 
at about 100,000 bees, and more will keep coming. 

"It will be years before we get close to everything 
done," he said before pausing briefly. "And what does 
'everything' mean anyway?" 

-NICOLAS BRULLIARD 
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A D V E R T I S E M E N T 

HISTORIC TRAVEL DESTINATIONS 

VISIT DICKINSON, ND 

The unique landscape of rolling grasslands, 
rugged buttes, winding rivers, prairie flowers 
and the alluding wildlife create a place of 
solitude and authentic reflection. 

"Unseen, the ND Badlands cannot 
be imagined, but once seen can neither 
be described, nor forgotten." Lewis F. 
Crawford, 1922, ND Rancher. 

The prehistoric past also shows it 
presence on the land in collections and 
displays at the Badlands Dinosaur Museum 
in Dickinson, ND. 

Learn more at Visitdickinson.com or call 
800-279-7391. 

OUR NORTH DAKOTA BADLANDS ARE BAD. 
BAD TO THE BONE. SHARE OUR STORIES. 

EXPLORE GETTYSBURG: 
Beyond the Battlefield 

Immerse yourself in the history of the 
Gettysburg National Military Park and take 
advantage of the amazing bounty of the 
surrounding fruit belt in Adams County, 
Pennsylvania this spring. A drive through 
our countryside brimming with peach, cherry 
and apple blossoms delivers sweet aromas of 
what's to come. Before long, our fields and 
orchards will produce the freshest fruits and 
veggies for you to buy right from the farm 
market or to enjoy at one of our farm-to-
table restaurants. And don't forget the craft 
beer, wine, cider, spirits and mead produced 
right here in Adams County and found along our craft beverage trail. Taste your way through the county collecting stamps in your Adams 
County Pour Tour passport and earning prizes along the way. 

Experience the battlefield as the cavalry did with a horseback tour led by a Licensed Battlefield Guide. Or jump in a scoot coupe and hear 
the story of the famous three-day battle with the fresh air in your hair. There are many ways to experience the history but be sure to pause 
for a moment of inspiration in the Soldiers' National Cemetery where Lincoln delivered his famous "Gettysburg Address." 

You may also want to save time to play a round or two on one of our award-winning golf courses. And your visit wouldn't be complete 
without a stroll through our historic downtown. Discover our museums, charming shops, galleries, local dining and delicious treats. A spring 
visit to Gettysburg will tease your senses for a return in every season. 
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Make Your Own 

# GETTYSBURG, 

B U S T O U R S 

Experience the battlefields of 
Gettysburg in an open air double 
decker bus or air-conditioned 
coach. Explore the historic fields 
of Gettysburg and watch history 
come alive. 

For reservations call 877-680-8687 or visit gettysburgbattlefieldtours.com 
778 Baltimore Street 

exploreGETTYSBURG 
Go Prepared. 

GETTYSBURG 
FOUNDATION 

Start your visit at the Gettysburg National 
Military Park Museum & Visitor Center. 

Set the Scene: The film "A New Birth of 
Freedom" provides the backdrop for your visit. 

Feel the Fury: Sense Pickett's Charge all around 
you in the light and sound show of the iconic 
Gettysburg Cyclorama. 

Share the Journey: Journey through the events 
and issues surrounding the Civil War and the 
Battle of Gettysburg in the Gettysburg Museum 
of the American Civil War. 

Tour the Battlefield: Visit the legendary 
landmarks in a bus or car tour with a Licensed 
Battlefield Guide. 

Hear the Stories: Connect to the battlefield and 
its stories through National Park Service 
educational and interpretive programs. 

For reservations and tickets, visit GettysburgFoundation.org. 

Plan your adventure with our 
A free Inspiration Guide. Visit 

Gettysburglnsplred.com 
or call 1.800.337.5015. 

V ^ ADAMS COUNTY. PA 

Immerse Yourself 
. i n History: 

WtlytWi N M "*Ury ftrt 
f ttMftMwr M M Wftortt Site 

http://gettysburgbattlefieldtours.com
http://GettysburgFoundation.org
http://Gettysburglnsplred.com


A D V E R T I S E M E N T 

HISTORIC TRAVEL DESTINATIONS 

WM'Mti'} 
Experience the very best of Canada's 

St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers: 
4 , 5 , 6 , 7 night cruises aboard the nostalgic, 

32 stateroom replica steamboat 
CANADIAN EMPRESS. 

Quebec City, Ottawa, Kingston Departures 
Call today to receive our travel brochure 

1-800-267-7868 B 
www.StLawrenceCruiseLines.com 

253 Ontario St.. Suite 200 Kingston. ON K7L 2Z4 

ST. LAWRENCE 
CRUISE LINES 
Canadian River Cruising Vacations 

Travel in safety and comfort aboard the 
nostalgic replica steamboat CANADIAN 
EMPRESS, and experience the natural 
beauty and history of Canada's St. Lawrence 
and Ottawa Rivers. 4,5,6,7 night cruises 
departing from Kingston, Ottawa, and 
Quebec City. Call 1-800-267-7868 to request 
our free travel brochure or visit 
www.stlawrencecruiselines.com. 

New River George Bridge 

851'ABOVE THE NEW RIVER! 

There are three great reasons for you to Bridge Walk on the New River Gorge Bridge: 
1. to experience and engineering marvel, 
2. to see 3600 panoramic views, 
3. to stand 851' above the New River Gorge National River. 
Bridge Walk is a collaboration with the West Virginia Division of Highways and the 

National Park Service. Taking the 2V2-3 hour handicap-accessible walking tour on the 
catwalk of the longest single arch bridge in the Western Hemisphere is both exhilarating 
and educational. 

Bridge Walk has provided 7,764 tours for 53,530 guests through 24,539 days; 9+ years, 
without injury and/or incident. The age range has been 6-95 from all 50 states, District of 
Columbia, and 66 countries. Guests must be 8 years of age and 48" tall. 

WILLISTON, ND: 
HISTORY ON THE UPPER 
MISSOURI 

Imagine the 19th Century springing to life 
as you and your family watch a blacksmith 
molding metal or a fur trader preparing a 
beaver hide. This kind of experience is just one 
of many reasons Williston, North Dakota is a 
great place for a vacation. 

The Williston area is rich with legendary-
vistas and living history, like the annual 
Rendezvous at Fort Union Trading Post 
National Historic Site, built near the 
confluence of the Missouri and Yellowstone 
rivers in 1828. This fort was the center of trade 
with the Assiniboine, Cree, Crow, Blackfeet, 
Ojibwa, Hidatsa, Mandan and Arikara 
Indians. 

Near Fort Union, visitors will find a 
monument to the Buffalo Soldiers at Fort 
Buford State Historic Site. A mile away, the 
Missouri-Yellowstone Confluence Interpretive 
Center offers the same magnificent views 
enjoyed by the Corps of Discovery. East of 
Williston at Lewis and Clark State Park, 
visitors walk interpretive trails showing what 
the famous explorers saw. 

Theodore Roosevelt National Park, south of 
Williston, is one of the area's top attractions. 
In 1883, Theodore Roosevelt came to live the 
life of a cowboy. Today, the colorful North 
Dakota Badlands provide the scenic backdrop 
to the park honoring our 26th President. It is 
home to bison, mule deer, white-tailed deer, 
bighorn sheep, prairie dogs and over 180 
species of songbirds. 

The Williston area also offers new and 
affordable hotels, restaurants and shops, plus 
North Dakota's largest indoor rec center and 
world-class golf on the hills overlooking Lake 
Sakakawea. 
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ENERGY! 

Come feel the energy of the Williston, North Dakota area. Visit Fort Union Trading Post 
National Historic Site; Theodore Roosevelt National Park and nearby state parks. 

Williston offers plenty of shopping, dining, lodging and family recreation. 
Call or visit online to plan your adventure! 
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VisitWilliston.com -80Q-615-9O4L 
t > 

http://VisitWilliston.com


ADVERTISEMENT 

HISTORIC TRAVEL DESTINATIONS 

FOLLOW YOUR 
CURIOSITY - NOT THE 
CROWD 
Visitors throughout history have 
been enamored with our wide-open 
spaces 

Some of the first visitors to North Dakota 
were smitten by the same things that attract 
many visitors today: great opportunities and 
ample room to chase them. 

There is no waiting in line to enjoy the 
rugged beauty of Theodore Roosevelt 
National Park and the North Dakota 
Badlands. Visitors to the three units - one 
near Watford City, one at Medora and one 
tucked neatly in between - are likely to see a lot more wildlife than other travelers. 

If there is a traffic jam here, it's likely one created by a herd of bison, or even a single bull, crossing the scenic roads within the north and 
south units. 

The more rustic Elkhorn Ranch unit has the remaining footprints of the cabin inhabited by Theodore Roosevelt. The soon-to-be conservation 
champion and President stepped off a train from New York in 1883 to hunt buffalo and later set up a cattle ranch in Dakota Territory. 

Established in 1978, Theodore Roosevelt National Park is one of North Dakota's top destinations and one of the nation's most easily 
accessible national parks. Crowds are rare in the 70,000-acre park; wildlife and hiking trails are not. 

Elk, wild horses, mountain lions and bighorn sheep also roam this western North Dakota landscape. And the ever-present prairie dogs 
entertain travelers in "towns" throughout the park. 

It's also an affordable time to visit, with many new hotels, restaurants and shopping in nearby Medora, Dickinson and Watford City. Start 
planning for your vacation now at LegendaryND.com. 
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L e g e n d a r y N D . c o m 

Dakota 
Be Legendary.'" 

Be Inspired. 
Follow your curiosity to Theodore Roosevelt Nat ional Park where 

bison and wi ld horses roam through Badlands vistas. Access the North 

Unit From Wat ford City and the South Unit from the old west town of 

Medora , with its acclaimed Medora Musical and Roosevelt's cabin 

from when he ranched here. Visit us online to plan your adventure. 

http://LegendaryND.com


A D V E R T I S E M E N T 

HISTORIC TRAVEL DESTINATIONS 

Earn a Wilbear Wright 
Aviator Teddy Bear by 
having your Aviation 

Trail Passport 
Stamped at 8 of 17 
Amazing Greater 

Dayton Aviation Sites! 

DAYTON 
CONVENTION S VISITORS BUREAU 

Daytoncvb.com 

TAKE OFF FOR TOP
FLIGHT FUN IN DAYTON, 
THE BIRTHPLACE OF 
AVIATION! 

Dayton, the Birthplace of Aviation and So 
Much More is the only place in the world to 
truly experience the history of the Wright 
Brothers. The Dayton Aviation Heritage 
National Historical Park sites, and numerous 
other area aviation sites, bring the story to life. 
The Wright Brothers National Museum has 
more Wright artifacts than any other place in 
the world. Visit the Wright family home, stand 
on the hallowed ground of Huffman Prairie 
Flying Field where the Wrights "really learned 
to fly." Visit the National Museum of the 
U.S. Air Force, the world's largest and oldest 
military aviation museum offering 19 acres 
of indoor exhibits featuring more than 350 
aerospace vehicles including nine Presidential 
Planes, a NASA Space Shuttle trainer and more! 
Visit Dayton today! 800.221.8235 

Visit the DAYTON Aviation Heritage National Historical Park 
and other aviation sites! F ^ 

Dayton Aviation Heritage National Historical Park 

nps.gov/daav 937.225.7705 

Explore Dayton's National Park Sites 
• Wright Brothers National Museum • Hawthorn Hill Wright Family 
Home • The Wright Cycle Company and Wright Dunbar Interpretive 
Center • Huffman Prairie Flying Field and Interpretive Center • Paul 
Laurence Dunbar House 

Orville and Wilbur Wright Wright Cycle Shop Original Wright Flyer III Hawthorn Hill 

CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU 

NATIONALPARKS 

National Museum of the U.S. Air Force 

For more Information log onto daytoncvb.com or call 800.221.8235. Bring a 
copy of this ad to the Dayton Aviation Heritage National Historical Park to 
receive your special gift! daytoncvb.com 

DAYT©N 
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877-341-2400 

Waves lapping. Sand between 

your toes. Crisp coastal air. 

Sunrises on the Gulf. Pelicans 

and herons soar overhead. 

Steam rising off a plate of fresh 

shrimp. A b ig fish pulls on your 

line. Experience the sights, 

sounds and scents of Alabama's 

white-sand beaches. 

Gu l fShores .com OrangeBeach .com 

Athena Pheromones 10:13 and 10X increase your 
attractiveness. Created by the biologist who codiscovered 
human pheromones in 1986. Dr. Cutler, Ph.D biology, U.Penn, 
postdoctoral fellow Stanford In behavioral endocrinology, has 
authored 8 books on courtship, menopause and women's 
wellness and 50 scientific papers. 

See her credentials at athenainstitute.com 

PROVEN EFFECTIVE IN 3 8-WEEK PUBLISHED SCIENTIFIC STUDIES 
V Sara, PhD (CO) "I find 10:13 has major positive 
effects on my work with people. My interviews, 
or important meetings... It's like the Red Sea 
parts. I don't think its all my charm! Thank vou Dr. 
Cutler. This product is shocking!" 

v Joseph (Ml) "I was shocked at how well 
10X works. You have a fabulous product. I am 
married and am with my wife only. Well within 5 
days it was amazing. The affection level went up 
20 fold. I am so grateful to you Dr. Cutler.'' 

Contains human synthesized pheromones. Athena Pheromone 10:13 lor women: $98.5010X tor men: $99.50 tor 6 month supply. 
Cosmetics, not aphrodisiacs. Will work tor most, but not all; body chemistries differ. FREE US SHIPPING. 

Not in stores. Call: 610-827-2200 or order online at: 

www.athenainstitute.com 
Mail: Athena Institute, 1211 Braefield Rd., Chester Springs, PA 19425 
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Come to your 

senses 

ATHENA PHEROMONES 
INCREASE AFFECTION FROM OTHERS 

Or. Winnifred Cutler 
Creator of 10:13 and 10X 

aAla ska 
TOUR & TRAVEL 
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In the Heart of 
Darkness

DEEP UNDERGROUND IN SOUTH DAKOTA’S Wind Cave 
National Park, Rachel Cox thought she heard her 
instructor laughing in a nearby passage. It was Octo-

ber 22, 1989, a Sunday, and Cox, then 18, was taking part in a 
mock search-and-rescue operation. She and other college 
students had just spent two weeks exploring Wind Cave — 
her first caving experience — and now they had broken into 
teams in a race to find the instructors’ hiding spots. 

Cox convinced her team members that the instructor was nearby. She 
and a partner set down their daypacks and wriggled through a tunnel 
to look. But the instructor wasn’t there. Criticizing Cox’s judgment, the 

THIS PHOTO ILLUSTRATION shows Cox shortly 
before she got lost in Wind Cave. 

In 1989, teenager Rachel Cox got lost 
in Wind Cave. Decades later, she found 
inspiration and comfort there.

other student declared that he was 
going back. Cox, annoyed, paused for a 
moment before preparing to follow him. 
That’s when her lamp went out. 

Alone in the silent darkness, Cox 
cursed herself for forgetting that her 
lamp had been low on fuel. She first 
decided to remain in the spot she had 
been when her partner left, as she had 
been taught. Yet as time stretched on, 
it occurred to her that she could simply 
crawl back through the tunnel from 
which she had emerged. She felt for the 
opening and squeezed through — but 
found herself in the wrong passageway.

Without a pack or working lamp, 
Cox had no food or water, no heat 
source, no light. She knew the most 
immediate risk was hypothermia, so she 
kept moving. She tried to make as much 
noise as possible — shouting, singing, 
clinking her lamp on cave walls and 
reciting passages from Shakespeare’s 
“As You Like It.”

Meanwhile, the other students and 
the instructors were searching the area 
where they had lost track of her. “We 
had just spent two weeks in that cave, 
and we knew it pretty well,” said Robb 
MacLeod, a fellow student and member 
of Cox’s team. “We didn’t understand 
where she could be.”

Cox tried to find her way back to 
the spot where she got lost but only 
burrowed deeper into the cave. The 
hours blended together. At one point, 
cold, hungry and desperate, Cox felt 
that she heard the cave speaking to her: 
“This gentle female voice said, ‘I am the 
womb of Mother Earth. You are safe. I 
will birth you.’” Eventually, she found 
herself deep in a fissure, where she 
recalled seeing visions of balls of light 
and relatives praying for her return.

Unable to find Cox, the instructors 
alerted the park’s rangers. The National 
Park Service mobilized scores of cavers 
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— first tapping locals and then, as the 
hours passed, contacting experts in 
other states. Jim Nepstad got the call 
to help on Monday evening. He had 
previously worked as a cave specialist 
at Wind Cave but was stationed at 
Mammoth Cave in Kentucky at the 
time. Nepstad caught the next avail-
able flight and once there worked to 
coordinate teams of volunteers. “I would 
describe Wind Cave as the easiest cave 
in the world to get lost in,” said Nepstad, 
who is now the superintendent of Effigy 
Mounds National Monument in Iowa. 
“The density of the passages is just unbe-
lievable. It’s a three-dimensional maze.”

About 30 hours after Cox’s dis-
appearance, Nepstad and the other 
coordinators started sending rescuers to 
more remote areas. It was one of these 
volunteers who finally found Cox, 36 
hours after she had last been seen. Cox 
heard rocks falling in the distance, once, 
twice, three times and called out for 
help. “I suddenly saw this light, and this 
man with a big beard said, ‘Rachel, are 
you ready to leave now?’” recalled Cox, 
who is now 48. “I said, ‘Are you God?’”

It took two more hours to extricate 
Cox, weak and shaking, from the cave. 
She was dehydrated and mildly hypo-
thermic but had no serious injuries. 
After spending a night in the hospital, 
she reunited with her father, who had 
flown in to meet her, and later that day 
she rejoined her group at their campsite. 

But while Cox was physically fine, 
she felt deeply ashamed for the series 
of mistakes she had made that day, a 
feeling she could not shake. She also 
worried that the massive search she 
had triggered had damaged the cave’s 
delicate passages. 

For most of her life, Cox felt that 
being trapped in the cave was the worst 
thing that would ever happen to her. She 
finished college and graduate school, 

got married, had three children and 
built a career as a documentary film-
maker and a professor of environmental 
communication. 

Then, in February 2015, the unthink-
able happened. A distracted driver 
plowed into Cox and two of her children 
as they were walking in a parking lot 
near their home in Flagstaff, Arizona. 
Cox and her daughter suffered treatable 
injuries; her 3-year-old son was killed. 

Two years into her nearly unendur-
able grief, Cox was surprised to receive 
a phone call from the staff of Wind 
Cave. They hoped to record an oral 
history of her experiences. Was she 
game? Cox returned to the cave with 
one of her daughters and MacLeod, 
with whom she had kept in touch. 

A guide took the group back into 
the cave, and, at Cox’s request, turned 
out the lights. Cox laid on her back in 
the darkness and could sense her son’s 
presence. “Here I was deep in this cave, 

and I could feel him for the first time 
since he died,” she said. “Then I heard 
that voice again, and she said, ‘He’s 
always with you.’”

“Who am I now?” Cox recalled 
asking. “What am I supposed to do? The 
voice replied, ‘Tell your story. Tell our 
story,’” she said. 

Although she had not picked up a 
camera since her son’s death, Cox left 
that day in 2017 with plans to create 
a documentary about her experience 
at Wind Cave and its aftermath. Since 
then, she has completed nearly all of the 
research and interviews and is working 
on editing the film, which she hopes to 
launch next year. 

The process of interviewing park 
officials and those who rescued her has 
already been transformative. She was 
gratified to learn that her disappear-
ance had led park leaders to encourage 
further exploration of Wind Cave. At the 
time she was lost, only about 50 miles 
of the cave were known. Last fall, she 
accepted an invitation to speak at an 
event commemorating the mapping of 
the cave’s 150th mile — the cave is now 
ranked seventh-longest in the world.

Moreover, after decades of carrying 
a sense of shame for her actions on that 
day in 1989, Cox has begun to forgive 
her 18-year-old self. She has found 
inspiration, too, in recalling the inner 
strength she discovered during her 
ordeal in the cave, a strength she tries 
to tap into as she grapples with the 
agony of losing her son. “It’s given me a 
roadmap of sorts for dealing with this 
trauma,” she said. NP

JULIE SCHARPER is a freelance writer based 

in Baltimore. 

At one point, cold, hungry and desperate, Cox 
felt that she heard the cave speaking to her.

A RECENT PHOTO of Cox, now a documentary 
filmmaker and a professor of environmental 
communication.
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That Was Then
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A GIRL POSES IN FRONT OF A SPANISH MISSION CHURCH, Pecos National Historical Park, 
New Mexico, 1979.  
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